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On the Cover: Hermit Peak

				by Dennis Maloney
Hermit Peak is in the Sangre de Cristo mountains, in San Miguel
County, New Mexico, 19 miles from Las Vegas, and was visible
from the Santa Fe Trail. The peak was called El Cerro del Tecolote,
"The Hill Of The Owl" by early Spanish settlers. In the late 1800s,
the mountain became known as Hermit Peak. An Italian missionary
named Giovanni Maria de Agostini lived in a cave on the summit
in the mid 1860s. The people of Las Vegas believed that he was a
holy man and would hike to the top to receive blessings and healings. In the late 1860s, de Agostini traveled south to the Organ
Mountains near Las Cruces, New Mexico. There he met his fate,
killed by arrows in his cave. (www.summitpost.org/hermit-peaknm/151380) (https://historyinsantafe.com/the-hermit-of-hermitpeak/)
Dennis Maloney was a first place winner in the National Park
Service's Santa Fe Trail 200th Anniversary Virtual Art Contest
in the adult artist category. His winning entry was titled "Vibrant
Morning" and can be seen at www.nps.gov/.../santa-fe-trail-artcontest-2021.htm.
Dennis Maloney, born in 1979, was raised in Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, and is a US Army veteran. He currently resides in Las Vegas, New Mexico. His education and career are focused on art and
welding. He draws inspiration from the energy of New Mexico's
landscapes and the personalities of his beloved pets. Dennis currently enjoys using mixed media and painting in acrylic to interpret
his subjects. Follow him on Instagram at www.instagram.com/dennis.maloney/.

Thank you for Terry Brannian Bequest
The special bicentennial edition of Wagon Tracks, which was
mailed in January 2022, was made possible in part through a
bequest from the estate of Terry Brannian. The Santa Fe Trail
Association expresses their deep gratitude for this remembrance
and thoughtfulness by Ms. Brannian in her estate planning.

About the Santa Fe Trail Association

The mission of the Santa Fe Trail Association is to protect and preserve the Santa
Fe Trail and to promote awareness of the historical legacy associated with it.
Follow us online at www.santafetrail.org,
Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and YouTube
Wagon Tracks, the official publication of the Santa Fe Trail Association (SFTA), publishes well-researched and documented peer-reviewed articles
relating to the Santa Fe Trail. Wagon Tracks is published in February, May, August, and November. Deadlines are the 10th of the month prior to
publication. Queries are welcome. Complete submission guidelines are posted at www.santafetrail.org. Although the entire issue of Wagon Tracks is
copyrighted in the name of the Santa Fe Trail Association, copyright to each article remains in the author’s name. Articles may be edited or abridged at
the editor’s discretion.
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Insights from your President by Larry D. Short, President of SFTA 		

The Santa Fe Trail Association commemorated the 200th anniversary of
the Santa Fe National Historic Trail
in 2021. Our outstanding chapters
held great events all across the entire
length of the Trail. I want to thank
and congratulate each of these chapters on a job well done and a special
thank you to the Bent’s Fort Chapter, who hosted our very successful
SFTA Symposium 2021 in La Junta,
Colorado.
Our 200th commemorations will
continue through 2025 with key
events to be commemorated, such
as the first Mexican traders heading
east, creating two-way international
trade in 1824, the 1825 signing of
the Osage Treaty in Council Grove,
and the 1825 Sibley Survey, which
created the first government survey
of the Santa Fe Trail. Many events
are already in the planning stages
by our chapters. Watch the chapter newsletters, Wagon Tracks, our
www.santafetrail.org and our www.
santafetrail200.org, and our SFTA
e-blasts for continued updates and
schedules for the events.
Our updated and new Santa Fe
National Historic Trail Foundation
Document has been developed over
the past two years by teams from the

National Park Service (NPS) and the
Santa Fe Trail Association (SFTA).
A digital copy is available at www.
nps.gov/safe. A PDF copy is available by contacting me, and I will
send it as an email attachment. The
Foundation Document is the product of a close working relationship
between NPS and SFTA, and gives
us some solid baseline information
and direction for preservation and
development of the Santa Fe National Historic Trail in the coming
decades. The National Park Service
team will provide information on
this new document at our April 1-2,
2022, workshop/board meeting in
Dodge City, Kansas.
In January I received the resignation
of Sandra Slusher from our Board
of Directors due to health issues.
We appreciate her years of service
to SFTA. She will remain a part of
the team serving on the Education
Committee.
A new member of our Board of Directors has been appointed and approved by the Board of Directors. Dr.
Frances Levine has agreed to serve.
A native of Connecticut, Dr. Levine
received her B.A. in Anthropology
from the University of Colorado,
Boulder, and her M.A. and Ph.D. in
Anthropology from Southern Methodist University, Dallas. She was the
Director of the Palace of the Governors, New Mexico History Museum
in Santa Fe from 2002 to 2014. Dr.
Levine became the President and
CEO of the Missouri Historical
Society and Missouri History Museum in the spring of 2014. She is
the author, co-editor, or contributor
to several award-winning books. She
has just completed a manuscript for
the University of Kansas Press entitled Crossings: Women on the Santa
Fe Trail that will be published in
2022. Dr. Levine will be a major asset to our Board of Directors and we
welcome her aboard.

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/wagon_tracks/vol36/iss3/1
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The upcoming year(s) will be an
exciting time as we move forward to
preserve, protect, and promote our
Santa Fe National Historic Trail.
I want to thank our members who
have stepped forward to serve as
SFTA committee chairs and members. The committees are the backbone of our organization, and we are
exceedingly proud of the hard work
that they do each year. As of this
writing, we are holding Zoom committee meetings to update our committee members and make plans for
2022 and beyond. If you are interested in serving on one of the committees, just let me know. The focus
of our Dodge City workshop on
April 1 will be our committees and
how they operate. We will review our
policy and procedure manual and determine what updates and additions
need to be made to make each of the
committees as efficient as possible.
Lastly, I want to extend my thanks
to our manager, Joanne VanCoevern,
for her continued support and dedication to the organization. Without
her, the Santa Fe Trail Association
would not be the best trail association in the nation today. I also want
to say thank you to our office manager, Linda Revello, whose tireless
work in maintaining our records and
keeping our payments current give us
the security in knowing our association is run like a well-oiled machine.
To all our members, your dedication to SFTA is appreciated, and I
encourage each of you to invite your
family members, work associates, and
friends to join our association. If you
are not a member of a local chapter
please join today.
Together in 2022 and beyond, we
will achieve! 
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Joanne’s Jottings by Joanne VanCoevern, Association Manager
• The Wagonbed Spring and Cimarron Cutoff Chapters are currently
hosting the Santa Fe Trail 200th
timeline at various venues in their
chapter areas. They are also starting to make plans for local tours in
June 2022. These tours include stops
at trail sites on private property
that can only be visited with special
permission, thanks to the generous
landowners.

The Santa Fe Trail Association
(SFTA) would like to express our
sincerest thank you to the chapters
and communities who embraced
the Santa Fe Trail 200th and made
the year 2021 a resounding success.
Amid Covid-19 restrictions for
in-person meetings and social distancing, chapters embraced the new
technologies for “virtual meetings”
and proceeded with programming
for the 200th. As weather allowed,
a majority of events were held outdoors, which enabled people to participate and enjoy the history of the
Santa Fe Trail, as well as being able
to visit some of the sites associated
with it.
Enthusiasm and excitement that was
built with the Santa Fe Trail 200th
continues. During the next few years,
the SFTA chapters and communities will continue to recognize other
events that took place during the
infant years of the Santa Fe Trail history. Several chapters have already
alerted us to some of the planning
that has taken place, including:
• The Bent’s Fort Chapter has closed
the books on a very successful symposium and has laid out year-long
plans for chapter events that include
programs, projects, and tours to
Santa Fe Trail sites.
Published
by UNM
February
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• By the time you read this, the Missouri River Outfitters Chapter will
have commemorated the return of
the William Becknell trading party
to Franklin, Missouri, in 1822. They
are making plans to recognize William Becknell’s second trading trip
to Santa Fe, this time with three
wagons loaded with trade goods.
Plans are being developed to mark
his departure from Franklin with a
meeting/program on May 22, 2022.
• The Heart of the Flint Hills chapter has elected new officers and is
busy appointing new committees in
anticipation of planning for the 2025
Symposium. That symposium will
coincide with the 200th anniversary
of treaties with the Kaw and Osage
tribes, the Sibley Survey, and the
Hispanic traders on the Trail.
• Other chapters are meeting and
laying out plans for the upcoming
year, so watch the chapter reports in
Wagon Tracks, as well as the e-blast
and our SFTA Facebook page for
details.
Happy Birthday to the
Santa Fe Trail Association
With all the emphasis being placed
on the Santa Fe Trail 200th events
during 2021, we didn’t take the opportunity to recognize the 35th year
of the Santa Fe Trail Association.
Organized in 1986, SFTA is now
beginning its 36th year. During the
upcoming year, we will be preparing
articles to review our history, as well
Wagon Tracks

as to highlight our accomplishments
and achievements, and to note the
many changes that have taken place
since 1986.
The Association has been working with NPS to update the list of
High Potential Sites and Segments
of the Santa Fe National Historic
Trail (SFNHT). Documentation and
paperwork are being prepared for
sites on the eastern half of the SFNHT, and plans are being made to
start working on sites and segments
on the western portion. The NPS
and SFTA rely on chapter members
to provide assistance and expertise
on sites/segments located in their
chapter areas. This cooperative effort
defines the true intent of the National Trails System Act to preserve
and increase enjoyment of America’s
historic trails.
Workshop 2022 is being planned to
take place in Dodge City, Kansas,
on April 1-2. Bringing together the
SFTA board of directors, chapters,
committees, staff, and NPS representatives, the focus of this workshop
will be on board and committee
functions and goals. This is in preparation for developing an updated
Strategic Plan which should go into
effect in 2023.
Planning for Rendezvous 2022 is
well underway. Rendezvous originally began as an event hosted by
the Fort Larned Historical Society.
Through the years, Fort Larned National Historic Site and the Santa
Fe Trail Association have joined
for this event held biennially in the
Larned community. The date for
Rendezvous 2022 is September 2224. More information will be posted
as it becomes available in our e-blast,
on Facebook, and on our website, as
well as in upcoming issues of Wagon
Tracks.
continued next page
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Joanne, continued
After 24 years of faithful service
to the Santa Fe Trail Association
(SFTA), Linda Revello has informed
the SFTA leadership that she would
like to retire by the end of 2022.
An announcement appeared in the
May 1998 issue of Wagon Tracks that
Linda Revello had been hired by the
Santa Fe Trail Association to process
membership, take care of bookkeeping, filing, and data processing. The
demands and responsibilities of the
Association had increased to a level
that could no longer be handled at
the volunteer level, so the first paid
employee was hired, with oversight
by Ruth Olson Peters, the SFTA
treasurer, and director of the Santa
Fe Trail Center at that time. Since
1998 the Office Administrator position has evolved to include several
other responsibilities, embrace new
technologies, and is the most visible contact for the Santa Fe Trail

Association at our headquarters in
the Santa Fe Trail Center, Larned,
Kansas.
To meet Linda’s request, the Personnel Committee has been working
with the SFTA president, vicepresident, and manager to develop a
plan to begin the process of hiring a
new office administrator. By the next
issue of Wagon Tracks, the Personnel Committee will have created an
updated job description, as well as a
list of qualifications and skills needed
for the job, and a list of duties, work
requirements, and a salary. Plans
are to have the new hire in place by
September 15, providing Linda with
the opportunity to train the new
person for the tasks required in assisting with the Rendezvous, board
and general membership meetings,
and end-of-the-fiscal year tasks involved with our task agreement with
the National Park Service (NPS).
Linda will continue to train/consult

as needed through the remainder of
2022 and can be available to advise
on certain tasks until September 15,
2023, if needed.
Through the years, Linda has provided a superior level of service to
the SFTA, and with her prior background of working for the NPS, she
has been a tremendous asset in assisting with the management of various agreements/projects through the
years. SFTA owes Linda a debt of
gratitude for her part in the management of one of the most successful
non-profit support groups in the National Historic Trails System. 
Wagon Tracks Online

Read Wagon Tracks online at www.
santafetrail.org and at the University
of New Mexico Digital Repository (This site is word searchable)
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/
wagon_tracks/

Marc Simmons Receives
Rittenhouse Award
Marc Simmons received SFTA's Jack
D. Rittenhouse Memorial Stagecoach
Award in 2021 for his extraordinary
achievement in the preservation, protection, and promotion of the Santa
Fe Trail.
He has dedicated his life to research
and writing about New Mexico, the
Southwest, and the Santa Fe Trail.
Marc is a professional author and
historian who has written more than
forty books on New Mexico and the
American Southwest. His popular
“Trail Dust” column was syndicated in
several regional newspapers. In 1993,
King Juan Carlos of Spain admitted
him to the knightly Order of Isabel
la Católica for his contributions to
Spanish colonial history. He is also
recognized as an authority on the
Santa Fe Trail and was the founding
president of the Santa Fe Trail Association, serving in that capacity from
1986-1989.
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/wagon_tracks/vol36/iss3/1
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Kaw Mission Councils Programs Set
The 2022 Kaw Mission Councils is a
series of lectures and events focused
on the rich history of the Santa Fe
Trail. Co-sponsored by Kansas Historical Society and the Friends of
Kaw Heritage, programs will be held
at "The Carnegie," located at 303
West Main Street, Council Grove,
Kansas, until the Kaw Mission reopens in 2022. All programs begin
at 2 p.m. unless otherwise noted. See
kshs.org for updates. The suggested
donation is $3.
February 13 -“Weapons on the
Santa Fe Trail”: presented by George
Elmore, Park Ranger at Fort Larned
National Historic Site.To be held at
'The Carnegie".
March 13 - “Music on the Santa Fe
Trail”: presented by Derrick Doty.
Join us for a presentation of traditional Kansas and Santa Fe Trail era
music. Doty will share story telling
through music. To be held at "The
Carnegie".
April 10 - “Military Posts and the
Santa Fe Trail”: presented by Dr. Leo
Oliva. Dr. Oliva will discuss military
forts and posts that were located
along or near the Santa Fe Trail to
protect the freighters that were hauling trade goods down the trail.
May 15 - “Women on the Santa
Fe Trail”: presented by Dr. Frances
Levine. Early history is vague on the
women who traveled on the trail. Dr.
Levine will share recent research that
reveals that more women traveled
the Santa Fe Trail than was previously thought.
June 12 - Join us for a presentation
and interpretive dance by the Kaw
Nation on the grounds of the Kaw
Mission Museum on the Santa Fe
Trail. Please bring your own lawn
chairs.

American Civil War”: presented by
Ken Spurgeon. Eighty-seven Kanza
enlisted for the Union in the Civil
War.
August 14 - Community band and
ice cream social: Bring your lawn
chairs and appetite for ice cream and
live music.
September 11 - “The Road to Santa
Fe”: presented by Dave Kendall.
Kendall embarked on the production of this documentary in part
because of his personal connection to
the Santa Fe Trail. His great-greatgrandfather followed the trail to
Council Grove in 1857 as a teamster
on a freight wagon.
October 16 - “Alexander Majors”:
presented by Gary Hicks. The life
and times of Majors and the numerous contributions Majors made in
the western expansion movement of
our Nation in the 1800s. Presenting
his remarks as Majors, Mr. Hicks
reflects the life of Alexander Majors,
known in his lifetime as the Great
Freighter of the West and Christian
Freighter of the Frontier.
November 13 - "1821: Places, People
& Perils": stories of the beginning
of international commerce along
the Santa Fe Trail: Presented by Pat
Traffas.
December 8 - at 7 p.m. Christmas
vocal concert: presented by Council
Grove Elementary students.
Refreshments served after the programs by the Friends of Kaw Heritage. 

July 10 - “Loyal to the Union: The
story of the Kansa Tribe during the
Published
by UNM
February
2022 Digital Repository, 2021

Cowboy Museum Features
Santa Fe Trail
The National Cowboy & Western
Heritage Museum in Oklahoma
City exhibits the diverse history of
Western movement with “Santa
Fe Trail” and “Mother Roads,” two
concurrent exhibitions. The Santa
Fe Trail, running through May 8,
displays the importance of the historic trails that connected the United
States and Mexico. The Santa Fe
Trail was both a road connecting
what is now the Midwest United
States and Mexico and a two-way,
international commercial highway
used by both Mexican and American
traders. The exhibition explores the
impact the trail had on the military,
economic, and immigration affairs
between United States and Mexico
through images, maps, art objects,
and artifacts in the Museum’s collections. “Mother Roads,” on exhibit
through May 8, explores how people
got from A to B, with all the stops in
between.
Visit the exhibits at the museum
located at 1700 NE 63rd St., Oklahoma City, OK 73111. The museum
is open Monday – Saturday, 10:00
a.m. – 5:00 p.m. and Sunday, noon –
5:00 p.m. 

Roots Run Deep
on the Santa Fe Trail
I hope you have been enjoying
the reports in previous issues from
Santa Fe Trail members who have
ancestors associated with the Trail.
Unfortunately, there were no reports
that came in for this issue. However,
I promise there will be some in the
next issue. Remember, if you have an
ancestor who was involved with the
Trail, please send me information at
foxmjr2015@gmail.com and we will
get it into upcoming issues. 
--Marcia Fox, Membership Chair

Wagon Tracks
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Education Committee
Responds to Letters
A national elementary school curriculum that came out last year
encouraged students and classes to
write a formal letter with questions
and to select an organization or program to write. Because of the 200th
celebration of the Santa Fe Trail, any
organization associated with the trail
had their names and addresses listed
in that curriculum. Therefore, letters
started coming in to the SFTA, the
Santa Fe Trail Library and Museum,
and the president of SFTA. The
National Park Service has also been
inundated with student letters and
they asked for our help.
I felt it was important to answer,
individually if possible, each and
every letter in a timely manner. This
year, 108 letters were written from
ten different states, usually by several
schools from the same state.
After I wrote all of these letters, I really had no idea how they were being
received. Did the students like the
maps, bookmarks, and cards? Did
the teacher like the Webb “Santa Fe
Adventures” workbook? One teacher
had her students include her email
address. I was very thankful. I could
not understand what one young lady
meant by her question. I emailed the
teacher, she asked the student, and
the student sent me a “screenshot”
that explained her question.That was
so amazing to this tech-challenged
baby boomer. I asked the teacher
about the student’s reaction to what
was sent. She responded: “They were
interested to read your responses to
their questions and to hear what was
in the letter you wrote to the class.
They loved the bookmarks, postcards,
and activity/information sheets. The
activity book is full of so many fun
activities, too! It will come in handy
for next year's students, too, when
we start that unit of study. Thank
you again for taking the time out of
your busy schedule to put together
this information and send it out to

us. Any time we can help fuel the
fire of learning in students, it is a
good thing! Who knows...maybe
one day these students will travel
out West to experience some of this
first hand and will remember what
started as an interest in 5th grade.
We can hope, at least, that we are
making some kind of difference for
them.” Now THAT is what we want
to hear.
The McKay Arts Academy from
Fitchburg, Massachusetts, took a
different route. They contacted the
SFTA office, who sent them to me,
and we set up a Zoom meeting
with the entire class. What a hoot! I
was sent their names and questions
before the meeting. It was actually
more work than answering letters,
but it was so much fun to see their
reactions to the answers to their
questions. Mr. Abramowitz set it
up for Mrs. Solywoda’s class. The
project got such attention at school
that two other classes watched but
did not participate. Mr. Abramowitz
said about the meeting: “On behalf
of Mrs. Solywoda's 5th grade class,
I would like to formally thank you
immensely for speaking to our class,
answering their questions, and addressing them by name, the latter of
which they were thrilled to hear. I
especially like the realia you incorporated into your discussion. The
wardrobe change was perfect, and
the buffalo chip frisbee information
was priceless! If you saw me looking
down frequently, it was because I was
taking notes from your talk to build
a Kahoot comprehension game for
tomorrow.” A month later, I received
a packet of hand-written thank you
notes from the students. They are
precious.
--Janet Armstead, Education Chair

Correction

In the November 2021 issue of Wagon
Tracks, the name of Hall of Fame inductee Richard Carrillo was spelled two
different ways. Carrillo is the correct
spelling. Our sincere apology.

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/wagon_tracks/vol36/iss3/1
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In Memoriam
The Santa Fe Trail Association has
suffered the loss of many active and
loyal members in 2021. Our sympathies are sent to the families of these
Trail travelers.
James Budde, Kansas City, MO,
passed away in July. He and his wife,
Judith, had been family members
since 1988, one year after the Association was formed. Lois Creed from
Little River, KS, left us in May. She
had been a member of the Association since 1990 and also belonged to
the Quivira Chapter. Faye Gaines
passed away in October in Amarillo, TX, at the age of 90. Faye was
a lifelong rancher in New Mexico,
faithfully preserving the SFT Landmark Point of Rocks. She was a Life
member of the Association, joining
in 1992. She also belonged to several
SFT Chapters--Quivira, Corazon,
Bent’s Fort, and Wet/Dry.
Gerald and Judi Schmidt from
Wamego, KS, joined the Association as family members in 1996. Judi
passed away in November. Edgar
Weber and his wife, Caroline, joined
the Association in 1997 as family
members. He passed away in January
2021.
Ron Dulle, an accomplished Santa
Fe Trail photographer from Littleton, Colorado, was a Patron member
of the Association since 2003, and
passed in October. He is noted for
his book Tracing the Santa Fe Trail,
Today’s Views, Yesterday’s Voices. He
was a member of Bent’s Fort Chapter. Davy Mitchell, another Life
member of the Association, joined in
2007. He was from Lubbock, Texas,
and a member of Bent’s Fort Chapter. Davy left us in April.
Wesley Huskisson, brother of
Sandy Slusher, lived in Kansas City,
Missouri, joining the Association in
2014 as a Life member. He passed
in September. Wes belonged to the
Missouri River Chapter. 
February 2022 8
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SFTA Membership Broadly Dispersed
During this past year, the commemorations of the 200th anniversary of
William Becknell’s first trip to Santa
Fe have offered the public a fine opportunity to become familiar with
the Santa Fe Trail and the Association which works so hard to preserve
the history of the Trail. Thank you
to all the people who put together
these great programs and presentations. Through your efforts you have
educated many people, from those
who may not have even known of
the Trail to those faithful followers
of the Trail’s history.
The 665 members of the Association
live within the Trail states as well as
throughout the United States and
even in London, England. Thank
you, Geoff Blanning, for being the
“long distance” member of the Association.
It is natural that large numbers of
SFT enthusiasts live in the Trail
States--Kansas 243; Colorado 116;
New Mexico 88; Missouri 63; and
Oklahoma 20. Members also live
in 31 states not normally associated
with the Trail. Some states have only
one dedicated SFTA member: Connecticut, Florida, Idaho, Louisiana,
Minnesota, Montana, Rhode Island,
South Carolina, South Dakota, Utah,
and Arkansas. We have two members in each of these states, along
with Washington, D.C.--Arizona,
Hawaii, Virginia, and Wyoming.
Three members belong in each of
these states—Iowa, Indiana, Massachusetts, Maryland, New Jersey,
and New York. Michigan, Nebraska,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and
Wisconsin each have four members.
Illinois has five and Washington has
six. Of the remaining states with
SFTA members, California has 13
and Texas has 20. And, of course, our
member from London.
The Association welcomes the newest members of the SFTA: Cathy
Ahlstedt (Lindsborg, KS), Charlie
Published
by UNM
February
2022 Digital Repository, 2021

and Janie Boyle (Centennial, CO),
John Briggs (Boise, ID), Wesley
Brown (Denver, CO), Sherry Brown
(Montezuma, KS), Nelson Chenkin and J. Friend (Ft. Collins, CO),
Mark Corey, (Santa Fe, NM), Laurie Corson (Sonora, CA), Charles
Gessford (Elizabeth, CO), Joyce Gillespie (Raytown, MO), Carla Gress
(Bennington, NE), Frederick Haas
(Santa Fe, NM), Denis and Lois
Hammer (Ellinwood, KS), Jeffrey
Hammes (Santa Fe, NM), Barbara
Hyink (Severance, CO), John Koehn
(Goessel, KS), Tom Micklewright
(Grand Junction, CO), Theresa
Murphy (Lyons, KS), Kay Russell
(Wamego, KS), William and Karin
Scully (Beatrice, NE), Susie Wheeler
(Amarillo, TX), Mark and Susie Will
(Wichita, KS), and the Woodbury
Historical Tours (Palo Alto, CA). 
--Marcia Fox, Membership Chair

Junior Wagon Master
Booklets Distributed
I looked at the whole year to see
how many Junior Wagon Master
booklets were distributed, and I was
so surprised at the results. Here are
the numbers from a full year of activity in the Junior Wagon Master
Program.
101 booklets were distributed to
families in 20 states and Washington,
D.C. 40 booklets were handed out
at the 200th Celebration at Franklin,
Missouri, in September.
100 booklets were sent to the Kansas
State Historical Society Museum
in Topeka, and 990 booklets were
shipped to 16 of 22 sites which stock
our booklets.
Also, 76 patches were sent to children and adults in nine states. We
have now sent patches to 27 states
since the program started. That’s a
lot of booklets and patches. SFTA
should be proud. And all this was in
a Covid year.
--Janet Armstead, Program Director

Adrian Simpson, Evergreen, Colorado, enjoyed exploring the Santa Fe Trail and receiving a Junior Wagon Master booklet. His parents said, ""We have definitely all enjoyed doing the trail together as a family. We learned a lot and had a great time visiting
all the sites. It's definitely added to the educational experience for my son as well.”
Wagon Tracks
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There Is Very Little System or Consistency: Making Sense of Contraband
Cases in the Late 1820s and Their Subsequent Disappearance
by Matthew Saionz

presented at the 2021 Symposium in
La Junta, Colorado

New Mexican officials welcomed
American traders and trappers after 1821 because of the promising
potential for commerce between
the United States and Mexico to
generate revenue for much-needed
defenses and administration. However, New Mexican authorities were
ill-equipped to implement the regulations prescribed by law and were
soon overwhelmed in their efforts to
monitor a vast territory.
In the mid-1820s magistrates turned
to the judicial process and the set
of laws pertaining to the seizure of
contraband (comiso) to curb surging
illicit activity. The refusal of Americans to comply with customs procedures and the fervor with which
officials prosecuted their transgressions soured relations until tensions
climaxed in May 1827 with a violent
incident between soldiers and Ewing
Young and his companions.
Coming to grips with their inability
to strong-arm trappers and traders
into compliance, officials thereafter
began to shift their approach away
from confrontation and toward collaboration. After a final deluge of investigations in the summer of 1828,
contraband cases radically decreased
in number and all but disappeared
after 1832. Rather than indicating
the decline of contraband activity,
the absence of formal proceedings
heralded the emergence of an implied arrangement between traders
and officials that would serve the
interests of both parties and guide
governance in New Mexico for the
remainder of the Mexican era.
American newcomers engaged in
trading and trapping found Mexico’s
commercial controls of the 1820s

to be incomprehensible and arbitrary, the laws and tariff schedule
frequently morphing and inconsistently enforced. A federal decree
prohibited foreigners from trapping
within the nation’s lands in 1824,
although many nuevomexicanos were
willing to obtain a license on behalf
of trappers.1 That same year Mexico
City circulated comprehensive commercial regulations announcing a 3%
excise tax on imported goods that
would be joined by a range of other
duties by the end of the decade.2
Also thrown into the mix were several new policies geared toward security and the surveillance of traders
and trappers, especially those who
were foreign-born. Merchants were
required to carry documentation that
included guías and tornaguías, and
eventually certified cargo manifests
(manifiestos) and invoices (facturas)
as well.3 On top of those, foreigners needed passports and, by 1828, a
safe-conduct pass (carta de seguridad)
that had to be renewed annually.4
For their part, Americans considered
the extensive bureaucratic protocol to
be not only tedious but also untenable where the ability and integrity
of customs officials were concerned.
One merchant opined, “there is very
little system or consistency” in the
regulation of commerce in New
Mexico because the authorities were
“without any just or enlightened
views of the benefits of intercourse
and trade.”5 While frustrating at
times, the same ignorance and dishonesty of some New Mexican officials indisputably worked to the
benefit of Americans eager to avoid
paying a full slate of taxes.
If all the paperwork was a hassle
for foreigners, then it was certainly
a monumental undertaking for
northern officials. New Mexican
authorities faced stiff resistance from
Americans who employed all sorts of
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tactics to elude the law. In 1825 Jefe
Político Bartolomé Baca complained
to Lucas Alamán, the very powerful minister of interior and foreign
relations, that he was awash in a sea
of incompetence. “Civil authority
is exercised by men of such ignorance” that it was unreasonable to
expect the territorial government to
function properly. Jefe Militar José
Antonio Vizcarra blamed his counterpart for allowing the illegalities
to persist, explaining to the minister
of war that foreigners “who newly
inhabit this country…attack at every
step our sacred religion and system
of government,” and did so “without
public protest…under the simulated
auspices of the Jefe.”6 Two years later
Governor Antonio Narbona added
that Americans “lend protection to
the latter arrivals in order to carry
out their frauds, confident that it is
not easy to recognize them because
they are a wandering people, found
scattered all over the state, especially
on the frontiers of Taos.”7 New Mexican administrators had few tools at
their disposal to ensure the regulation of commercial activity in their
territory and ran the risk of missing
out on precious revenue entirely.
When all else failed, officials turned
to the seizure of contraband. Federal
authorities devised and periodically
revised the formal guidelines for this
process, which were then transmitted
to the states and territories. In the
fall of 1823 the federal government
first issued legislation in piecemeal
fashion for dealing with smuggled
goods. Perhaps an admission that
administrators were overmatched,
Mexico City insisted that it was not
only the job of all officials in the republic, “but also every citizen” to stop
contraband.8 Included in the various
laws and decrees were the conditions
necessary to declare comiso, basic
procedures for the distribution of
the seized items, and the legality of
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searching suspected homes.9 Clarifications were made over the next couple years, particularly regarding the
threshold requirements for comiso
declarations.10
Finally, in 1830 federal administrators provided the most thorough instructions and tailored them specifically to terrestrial commerce. Distribution procedures were painstakingly
meticulous and clear, necessitating
first an application of the appropriate duties on the contraband and
then a disbursement of that levy in
different proportions to the treasury,
denouncer, apprehender, administrator, commander of the guard, and
district attorney.11 New Mexican
officials made some modifications
to the distribution breakdown, but
in general comiso provided a potent
legal mechanism for countering
smuggling and invited nuevomexicano participation with monetary
incentives.12
When New Mexican officials first
used comiso in 1825 and 1826, they
did so with the intent of asserting
their authority and encouraging
fraudulent Americans to report and
negotiate their activity rather than
punishing them or curtailing contraband altogether. In November 1824,
a party led by François Robidoux
arrived at Taos to trap and trade.
François had departed from Council
Bluffs after having been commissioned by his eldest brother, Joseph,
who sought to compete with his
St. Louis-based employer, Bernard
Pratte and Company, in the promising New Mexican fur market. Very
quickly François clashed with the
alcalde of Taos, Severino Martínez,
who claimed that Robidoux and
his men were rambunctious and
disrespectful of the law. Robidoux
submitted a formal petition to the
alcalde and the ayuntamiento of Taos
in January in which he expressly
denied these allegations and accused
Martínez of slandering his reputation.13 By March the feud escalated
to the point that Martínez seized
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Robidoux’s goods, although it is unclear whether he had engaged in the
illegal trading necessary to warrant
the confiscation. Jefe Político Baca ordered Robidoux’s goods returned and
declared that he was free to go about
his business on the condition that
he did not trade gunpowder or arms
to Indians.14 Although it appears
Martínez deployed comiso to settle
a personal dispute in what might
have been the first such case in New
Mexico, Baca leveraged the situation
to define the scope of Robidoux’s
operations while he yet remained in
his line of sight.
François Robidoux was finally able
to return to Missouri in the summer
to dispose of his haul and promptly
made his way back to Taos in the
fall, restocked for the coming trapping season. Another employee of
the company and son of its principal
owner, Sylvestre Pratte, summoned
the subcomisario (treasurer), Juan
Bautista Vigil y Alarid, to Taos to
inspect the cargo in early November.
Vigil permitted Pratte to proceed
with his business but unexpectedly
ordered the alcalde to confiscate
seven tercios (bundles) of goods belonging to François for lacking the
required invoice. François and several
of his colleagues went to seek the
help of Governor Narbona in the
capital, but first stopped to speak
with Vigil, who had since returned
home to Santa Fe. Following a brief
discussion and a payment of 100
pesos to Vigil, the subcomisario allowed the release of the tercios to
Robidoux.
The next month an investigation into
the confiscation and the conduct of
Vigil commenced, with the presiding officials particularly interested in
the 100-peso exchange.15 François’s
brother, Louis, testified that the payment amounted to “compensation,”
while fellow trader Manuel Álvarez
implied that Vigil regularly required
a flat fee of 50 pesos from merchants for simply making the trip to
Taos for the inspection.16 François
Wagon Tracks

himself insisted that his payment
settled an outstanding “debt.”17
The customs house guard, Rafael
Luna, maintained that he only followed Vigil’s orders, adding that he
was paid a “paltry salary” to do so.18
Governor Narbona and the other
magistrates doggedly attempted to
unearth the nature of the payment,
unsure whether it was an actual debt,
a tax, or a flat-out bribe. Those who
testified appeared to be deliberately
vague about the details. Seemingly
confirming the worst, one witness
provided testimony that Vigil had
amassed several contraband items
while running his alleged scheme.19
Narbona and the diputación territorial ultimately suspended the
subcomisario and referred the case
to the district court, as additional
questions concerning Vigil’s service
as postmaster and secretary of the
diputación emerged.20
Pressure emanating from Mexico
City in the spring of 1826 served
as the impetus for a sudden transformation in New Mexico’s administrative policies and attitudes
toward foreigners. In January, New
Mexico’s deputy to Congress, Santiago Abreú—likely at the urging of
many of his colleagues in the nation’s
capital—wrote the diputación territorial to underscore the point that
“the greatest care with foreigners
who arrived with commerce to our
territory is very necessary.”21 These
Americans, he observed, “tended to
settle, buy lands, and even marry,”
and nuevomexicanos must be wary
of their intentions. In particular, officials should not allow foreigners to
take advantage of their relaxed views
and vet them so that only the decent
among them remain.22
To keep federal bureaucrats abreast
of developments, Abreú requested
a list of foreigners in New Mexico
that identified those who had already
settled, purchased lands, married,
and more. Weeks later the secretary
of state asked Governor Narbona
that these lists be produced in trip11
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licate and sent promptly.23 When
the diputación began to receive
these messages, they complained
to Agustín Durán, the new subcomisario, that “foreigners do not
stop hunting beaver almost the same
as when they were free to do it.”24
Durán and other mid-level administrators, in turn, issued orders to the
alcaldes to be on high alert. Over the
course of a few months, New Mexican officials shifted their tone on foreigners from negotiation and relative
accommodation to hyper-vigilance,
confrontation, and ultimately forced
compliance.
The burden of seeing through the
new approach fell squarely on the
shoulders of Governor Antonio
Narbona, who, in addition to lacking
the means to carry out the surveillance now demanded of him, had
been involved in the licensing system
enabling foreigners to trap. As the
new directives compelled Narbona
to compensate for his transgressions,
trapping parties under the care of
Sylvestre Pratte and François Robidoux returned to Taos in May with a
large number of pelts. In accordance
with the recent crackdown, Alcalde
Juan Antonio Martín confiscated
their furs. Pratte and Robidoux then
proceeded to Santa Fe and presented
their licenses, which had been voided
by the diputación. They argued, however, that their licenses and departure
preceded the restrictions imposed
on foreigners and they had therefore been unaware of any changes.
Moreover, they revealed their parties
were operating under licenses issued
the previous year to the disgraced
Juan Bautista Vigil, who in turn had
obtained one from Bartolomé Baca,
the ex-jefe político, and the other
from Governor Narbona himself.
Persuaded by the sound logic of their
defense and their conspicuous ties to
high-profile administrators, Narbona
released the furs. For a moment, the
drama subsided, but the brief incident in May 1826 signaled that the
leniency once afforded to Americans
was ending.25

In November, more of Pratte’s men
returned to Taos, and once again Alcalde Martín took possession of their
furs. Narbona, livid and embarrassed,
understood Pratte in May to mean
he only had a few more trappers still
working under the old license—not
an entire party. Certain that Pratte
intentionally provided bad information, the governor ordered an investigation into “what happened on the
frontier of Taos” and Pratte’s “fraud
against the interests of the Public
Treasury.”26 José Francisco Baca, the
first alcalde of Santa Fe, began the
proceedings on November 30. The
main consideration during the interrogation was how many men Pratte
stated to have out trapping before
Narbona agreed to return his pelts
back in May. Pratte explained that,
contrary to what the governor recalled, he never said “tres individuos.”
Rather, individuals “in the plural”
spread across three parties had continued to trap.27 The semantic argument, in addition to the fact that
the license in question was issued
by Narbona (by way of Vigil), was
enough to convince Baca of Pratte’s
innocence. The alcalde concluded on
December 1 that it was “very clear”
that Pratte’s furs should be released.
Narbona was indignant. He questioned Baca’s judgment, arguing that
the situation did not “merit” such a
decision.28 Furthermore, much to the
governor’s annoyance, Alcalde Martín had not actually taken Pratte’s
furs into his possession. After disobeying Narbona’s initial orders to
confiscate the pelts, he now could
not overcome the lock barring access
to them.29 The governor was at his
wit’s end.
Narbona doubled down on his
position, even as more dissenting
nuevomexicanos came forward. Most
deflating was Subcomisario Durán,
who immediately voiced his support of Baca’s decision to Narbona.30
Then, just two weeks following the
end of the proceedings, Alcalde
Martín gathered additional testimony on behalf of Pratte from six
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leading men of the Taos jurisdiction
who all testified that the trapping
party that arrived in November had
in fact departed in February prior
to the revocation of Pratte’s license.
In February 1827 Durán endorsed
their statements, forwarded them to
an incensed Narbona, and reminded
the governor that he did not “protect anything other than justice.”31
Throughout the spring the subcomisario railed against what he perceived to be the misguided actions of
Narbona. In his summary of the ordeal sent to his superior in Chihuahua, Durán asserted that Narbona
“maliciously declared comiso” and
that he was in “error” of granting the
license and permitting foreigners to
trap in the first place.32 The governor
once more proclaimed his displeasure with the “great contradiction
and malice” perpetrated by Pratte
and forwarded the documentation
to the district court in Parral, where
it was deliberated with an unknown
outcome.33 While the spectacle
highlighted the troubling trajectory
of official-foreigner relations in New
Mexico, it also laid bare the extent to
which some nuevomexicanos had become entangled with foreigners and
the commercial landscape they were
building together.
The Pratte episode only served to
preview an even more dramatic clash
between top officials and Americans,
one centered on a series of trapping expeditions to the Gila River
in late 1826. That summer Narbona
granted licenses to at least four parties believed to have been led by
Michel Robidoux, Ceran St. Vrain,
John Rowland, and Ewing Young.
He signed off on these licenses in
the wake of the misunderstanding
involving Pratte and François Robidoux in May, and thus was well
aware of the restrictive policies in
place. Quickly following the departure of the trappers, Narbona sent
several letters ahead to Sonora where
he had served previously, alerting
authorities to their arrival and asking
that the foreigners receive assistance
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in their endeavors.34
The governor’s questionable decision-making is difficult to explain.
The cynical interpretation follows
that he regularly cut deals with foreigners during his tenure, only turning on them if exposed. The reality
was almost certainly more complicated. As an officer with extensive
experience in the northern borderlands, Narbona embraced a sort of
helpless pragmatism in dealing with
foreigners, hoping that they would
bring nuevomexicano apprentices or
generally benefit the New Mexican
economy, but mostly recognizing
that controlling movement in and
out of the territory was folly with
the meager resources at his disposal.
He tried to justify his decision to
the secretary of state, explaining that
only by means of “miseries and sacrifices have I been able to maintain
a small detachment of 10 men on
the frontier of Taos.”35 In allowing
the trappers to continue down the
Gila, Narbona transferred his duty of
monitoring those foreigners to officials in Sonora. Whatever potential
long-term fallout aside, the more immediate problem was solved.
By spring 1827 the foreigners began
to trickle back into New Mexico
to find a most unaccommodating
governor.36 Seething from the Pratte
case, Narbona was now hell-bent on
squashing illicit American activity,
whether or not he had a hand in it.
His successor as jefe político, Manuel
Armijo, was not any more welcoming to returning trappers.37 While
most encountered little trouble, at
least four had their furs confiscated.
Few details remain regarding the seizure of furs belonging to James Ohio
Pattie and George Yount.38 However,
the two other known instances of
confiscation resulted in the formal
declaration of comiso and judicial
proceedings.
The first involved Ira Emmons, a
rather mysterious figure, who returned to Santa Fe on April 23. His
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cated and judicial proceedings overseen by Alcalde Vicente Baca began
the same day.39 Emmons claimed to
be a resident of Santa Rita del Cobre, a launching pad for expeditions
down the Gila, although he was
hesitant to declare affiliation with
any party or employer. When asked
on what grounds he believed he
could trap, he said he operated under
licenses awarded to Manuel Sena,
the armorer of New Mexico’s company of regular soldiers, and James
Purcell, a naturalized citizen of
Mexico residing in Sonora.40 With
Purcell presumably out of reach, the
attention turned to Sena and why he
gave his license to Emmons. Baca
interrogated Sena, who essentially
pled ignorance of the laws and the
intentions of the foreigners to illegally trap. Curiously, the alcalde
quickly settled on Sena’s “clear innocence” in the whole affair, implying
that Emmons and his cohort knowingly acted outside the bounds of the
law.41 Narbona, no doubt jubilant at
the outcome, requested that three
troops be sent to Taos to find out
about more plots among foreigners
who operated with “continuing bad
faith.” Barely a week after the conclusion of the proceedings, Durán
ordered the furs to be sold at a public
auction, which Baca promptly set in
motion.42 The Emmons case, swift
and decisive, cemented the shift in
the deployment of comiso and the
law. Gone were the early days of negotiation, loopholes, and exceptions.
Some nuevomexicanos continued to
work with foreigners, but the official
message was the absolute intolerance
of unsanctioned commercial activity.
The tension came to a rolling boil
the next month. Ewing Young and
his party of 28 returned to the settlements of New Mexico some time in
early May. He arranged to hide his
furs at the home of don Luís María
Cabeza de Baca in Peña Blanca
while he went ahead to Taos to work
out their transport. Having been
made aware of the scheme, Durán
on May 16 ordered the authorities
Wagon Tracks

to seize the furs and send Young to
Santa Fe to answer for the allegations.43 Two days later it had become
apparent that a detachment of soldiers would be needed to take the
furs.44 Finally, Durán, perhaps accompanied by Narbona, confronted
Cabeza de Baca at his house on
the morning of May 20.45 Cabeza
de Baca refused to stand down and
was killed following a skirmish. Although his furs were seized, Young
managed to escape. In his report
prepared for the comandante general
in Chihuahua, Narbona justified
the death of Cabeza de Baca and
the actions of his troops, who, in his
opinion, “defended the laws of the
nation usurped by the deceased, and
in honor of the Mexican military.”46
Manuel Armijo, now the jefe político, issued a circular the day after the
fray calling for Young’s arrest and appearance in Santa Fe.47
Somehow emboldened by the incident at Peña Blanca, Young came to
Santa Fe for the beginning of judicial proceedings on May 23. After
all parties settled on his bondsmen
over the next few days, Young presented a long, blustery objection to
the “unjust, violent, and illegal embargo of the furs” that desecrated the
principles of “free trade” and violated
the laws of man and nature, among
many other protests.48 But when
asked to provide sworn testimony, he
refused.
During June and early July, a number
of those who accompanied Young
on the Gila were summoned to
Santa Fe for questioning. Besides the
denouncer Ignacio Sandoval, they
generally offered the same story: the
party consisted of 28 men led by
Young who merely “collected” furs
and bought others from Indians at
the “Pueblo de los Yumas” and the
“Pueblo de Pimas.”49 On July 30 the
presiding alcalde nevertheless found
the confiscated furs to have been illegally acquired.50
Just as the proceedings were coming
to a conclusion, the conflict again
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nearly escalated into violence. On
July 11 three trappers were permitted to clean the confiscated furs
in the plaza of Santa Fe. Milton
Sublette reportedly identified two
packs of furs bearing his brand and,
“with the greatest audacity,” carried
them off to the home of Cristóbal
Tórres. As guards pursued Sublette,
a crowd of Americans gathered at
the house and began to clean their
guns, signaling their intent to resist.
By the time officials negotiated their
way into the Tórres residence, Sublette and his packs had disappeared.
Armijo and Narbona then called
Young to a meeting at which they
threatened imprisonment for taking up arms and aiding and abetting
Sublette. Armijo became frustrated
and commanded Young to submit to
his will, but Young declined and left
for Tórres’ house. Enraged, the jefe
político mustered the regulars, who
with two cannons surrounded the
home until Young surrendered.
In an assembled military court,
Young, proudly flouting authority,
denied participation in the affair and
having knowledge of either Sublette’s whereabouts or the identities
of the other rebellious Americans
whose names, he claimed, were too
difficult to pronounce. Armijo ultimately let him go, as he yet faced
formal charges in the concurrent civil
case. A bonus was the furs, which,
despite having been damaged by
rain, fetched a nice return for the
public treasury.51
Young did not relent in his quest
to recover the value of his furs and
acquit himself of all charges of
wrongdoing. On August 1, Durán
sent the proceedings to Parral, where
the leading circuit judge pondered
the case and returned the file to allow for an appeal. Young pounced
at the opportunity. Juan Estevan
Pino, alcalde of Santa Fe, formally
took up the case again in January
1828.52 With the help of magistrates
in Taos, Young had been working
the past few months to rewrite the

narrative of his expedition on the
Gila. He collected sworn testimony
from several individuals, including
some who had provided statements
the previous summer. In unison,
Young and his companions now asserted, as Emmons did, that they
had traveled with trapping licenses
originally given to Manuel Sena
and James Purcell. Besides, they had
never trapped during their journey,
only “acquiring” their furs by other
means. In addition to the statements,
Young presented Pino with a series
of questions to be used to interrogate his friend, Richard Campbell.
Pino allowed it. Campbell, who had
already testified in July, now claimed
that the seized furs belonged to him
and, moreover, that he had purchased
them directly from Purcell. Having played along to this point, Pino
pointed out the inconsistencies in
Campbell’s statements and threw
them out.53 An indignant Young
wrote directly to the circuit judge in
Parral. “Where have you seen, Señor,
that a judge passes a sentence on
a matter as sacred as this to strip a
foreign citizen of his property, only
because of a complaint by a man
without the slightest character, and
furthermore without any corroborating evidence?”54 While Young might
have hoped to drag out the dispute
in higher courts, New Mexican officials shrewdly moved to de-escalate
the situation with the Americans.
The Young saga had taken them to
the brink of armed conflict on more
than one occasion. A new path forward was necessary.
A final wave of contraband cases in
the spring and summer of 1828 followed what appears to have been a
bountiful trapping season.55 This avalanche of cases muddied the terms
of the law and raised new questions
about the purchase of pelts, legally
trapped or otherwise. As the first
alcalde of the Santa Fe, the task of
untangling the expanding web of the
fur trade from trapper to trader primarily fell on the shoulders of Juan
Estevan Pino.
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Several of the investigations
stemmed from the seizure of six
tercios of furs in Santa Fe on the
night of February 21. That evening
the comandante principal, tipped off
by George West, confiscated one tercio in the home of Cristóbal Tórres
within a room used by the merchant
Philip Thompson. Also seized were
five tercios belonging to Vincent
Guion of St. Louis, which were
stored in an outbuilding adjacent to
the house of Juan Bautista Alarid,
the second alcalde.56 The initial suspects in Pino’s investigation of the
single tercio, Thompson and Richard
Campbell, said that it belonged to
a trader named “Copos,” who refused to speak about it. Eventually,
John Pearson came forward to claim
ownership of the furs. The American
trader explained that he had obtained the pelts from several different “Spaniards” and that he possessed
60 additional furs similarly acquired.
Unable to determine whether the
furs in question had been illegally
trapped, Pino appears to have let
Pearson and his furs go.57
In contrast, Pino was able to call
dozens of witnesses to verify Guion’s
story concerning his five tercios.
Guion testified that his tercios—300
pounds of furs—were purchased
entirely from vecinos of Taos and
Abiquiu by way of two agents, Jean
Baptiste Trudeau and a man identified as “Americanito.” Pino summoned numerous individuals identified by Guion and many more subsequently mentioned in testimony to
expose the system by which furs entered New Mexico at borderland settlements and made their way to U.S.
markets. For instance, the alcalde of
Abiquiu not only admitted to having
sold 23 pelts to Guion’s “envoy,” but
also illustrated how nuevomexicanos
had traveled to Ute and Kiowa lands
to acquire the furs and returned to
Abiquiu to find eager American
bidders. Nearly every witness questioned by Pino confirmed having
dealt in furs that could be traced to
Guion. While Pino was unwilling to
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argue that Guion knowingly engaged
in contraband or that his furs were
actually contraband, the testimony
of one trapper, Domingo Lamelas of
Chihuahua, alerted the alcalde to a
party composed of both foreigners
and mexicanos currently trapping the
Arkansas River.
Lamelas, having recently hunted the
headwaters of the Rio Grande and
its tributaries with this group, disclosed that two Franco-Americans,
Antoine Leroux and Simon Carat,
accompanied the party. When they
returned to Taos on June 1, Alcalde
Vicente Trujillo seized the furs of the
Americans and sent them to Santa
Fe. During the proceedings, neither
of the Americans produced a license
or reasonable defense and Pino ordered Durán to dispose of their furs
accordingly. On June 16, their furs,
valued at 363 pesos, were distributed
per comiso protocol, with roughly
25% going to the public treasury.58
The investigation of the six tercios
suggests that subtle changes were
afoot in 1828. Alcaldes began to
cultivate a more restrained approach
in their investigations, emphasizing
the judicial process and the weight
of evidence above the heavy-handed
sentencing and measures deployed
under Governor Narbona and others. More judicious tactics like those
practiced by Pino reflected the realization of what was now painfully
evident: that both foreigners and
nuevomexicanos, including officials,
were ensnared in fur trapping and
trading, and that this industry had
become a defining feature of the
New Mexican economy.
Even the most prominent vecinos
could be enticed into skirting the
law. In July Francisco Pérez Serrano—New Mexico’s first deputy to
Congress and ex-primer vocal of the
diputación—and an associate were
caught with five tercios of undocumented foreign goods east of Santa
Fe on the road to Pecos. Despite
the fierce protests of Pérez Serrano,
Durán promptly distributed the
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seized goods, which included shoes,
canvas, and cloth valued at 816 pesos.59
As the Guion investigation indicated, far murkier were the cases involving partnerships between mexicanos
and foreigners, especially where interstate travel came into play. When
Thomas Boggs and Ramón Vigil
appeared at Jémez on May 5 with
pelts in tow, the alcalde immediately
declared comiso. Given the position
of the pueblo off the beaten path in
the western borderlands of the territory, the alcalde suspected an illegal
trapping venture. Both men insisted
they had purchased their furs while
conducting business in Sonora, and
two vecinos of the Taos jurisdiction
voluntarily provided affidavits in
their support. In light of the testimony and the absence of traps in
Boggs’ possession, and unwilling to
bother witnesses in Sonora or Chihuahua, Pino simply ordered the furs
returned.60 The decisions to confiscate and sell the contraband of Pérez
Serrano, a leading nuevomexicano,
and release the furs of Boggs and
Vigil hint at a recognition that the
total elimination of illicit activity was
impossible.
A palpable increase in compliance
and cooperation on the part of foreigners complemented the altered
judicial strategy in 1828. Around
May 20 a party of over 30 trappers
led by Ceran St. Vrain arrived in
Abiquiu following 9 months in the
Rockies. On their hunt they had suffered Indian attacks, a shortage of
ammunition, and the death of their
leader and employer, Sylvestre Pratte.
All were nearly forgotten upon their
return to New Mexico when they
sold over 1,000 pelts in the bustling
Abiquiu market.61 By the time the
alcalde got wise to their vending,
he could track down and confiscate
only 11 furs. On May 24 Pino commenced the proceedings in Santa Fe
and interrogated St. Vrain as the de
facto leader of the company. When
asked how such a large party could
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have returned so jubilantly with just
11 skins, St. Vrain claimed they had
lost most of their furs somewhere
along the Rio Grande. Realizing he
was unlikely to get additional information from others, Pino concluded
the proceedings the same day they
had begun, inviting Subcomisario
Durán to dispose of the 11 pelts
as he saw fit. Although he lied, St.
Vrain promptly complied with the
summons to appear in the capital.
Since his men had already sold the
majority of their furs, he had little to
lose. As a show of good faith, Pino
ordered the return of seized traps to
St. Vrain and his men.62 Magistrates
processed other clear-cut instances
of comiso that summer in a similarly
rapid fashion, most not requiring
formal investigations.63
After 1828 the number of contraband cases dropped precipitously.
That trappers and traders were finetuning tactics to circumvent officials
was no doubt at least partly responsible for the decreasing number of
investigations. Even as the overland
trade continued to grow, some blame
can also be attributed to the steadily
declining castor population in the
southern Rockies. When they did
occur, contraband cases were usually
streamlined straight to distribution
without proceedings.64
The conclusion of the battle of wills
in the late 1820s did not mark the
end of illicit activity by any means,
but instead the solidification of an
emergent commercial order whereby
neither party was totally successful
but both benefitted. Led by Pino,
New Mexican administrators adhered to an unspoken credo in the
following years: it was both more
profitable and more efficient to accept minor victories in such cases
rather than to insist on total enforcement and compliance. Whereas
Baca, Narbona, and others early on
had sought up-front payment for licenses and privileges, officials by the
second decade of the commerce with
the United States were content to
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collect a mere percentage of contraband and duties owed. They could
expect little more with the limited
resources on hand that, ironically,
became largely dependent on the
overland trade.
This new status quo amounted
to the incremental accumulation
and renegotiation of similar compromises and understandings all
advanced in the name of promoting
commercial traffic into and through
New Mexico. As early experiences
in the fur trade indicated, both
Americans and nuevomexicanos
had much to gain in this landscape.
New Mexico’s coffers, it turns out,
had the most to lose.
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Hell on Wheels: Railhead Towns on the Santa Fe Trail
Kit Carson and Granada
By Dr. Michael L. Olsen
Project Historian
This series of articles is a project submitted to the National Trails Intermountain Region (Santa Fe Trail NHT)
Santa Fe, New Mexico, in 2019. Besides documenting the impact of these
towns on the demise of the Santa Fe
Trail, the project included highlighting
the “rowdy” Wild West aspect of each
railhead, hence “Hell on Wheels."
Previous towns in this series were
published in Wagon Tracks in May
2020, Introduction and Junction
City, Kansas; August 2020, Ellsworth, Kansas; and February 2021,
Hays City, Kansas, and Sheridan,
Kansas.
KIT CARSON, COLORADO
Kit Carson was a lively place at that
time. Looking back, it seems to me that
a large proportion of the buildings were
saloons, dance halls and other places
of amusement, and one of the strange
sights to a tenderfoot was that almost
every grown man had two six-shooters
hanging to his belt.
P. C. Scott, “Pioneer Experiences in
Southern Colorado”
Location: Cheyenne County, central
eastern Colorado, 150 miles southeast of Denver, Colorado
Approximate distance remaining
on the Old Santa Fe Trail: via the
Fort Lyon Road (Kit Carson to Fort
Lyon, southwest on the Arkansas
River) and Mountain Route - 370
miles
Of all the railhead towns on the
Kansas Pacific, Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, and the Denver & Rio
Grande, Kit Carson was perhaps the
most well known in the west and nationally during its heyday. It received
extensive coverage in Denver’s Rocky
Published
by UNM
February
2022 Digital Repository, 2021

Mountain News, not surprisingly
given that Denver was eager for the
Kansas Pacific tracks to be extended
beyond Kit Carson to Denver, finally
completing a link to Kansas City
and the eastern United States. But
it was also covered in dispatches to
the New York Herald and the New
York Tribune in the spring of 1870,
dispatches largely given over to news
of the Indian raids on the Kansas
Pacific construction crews and the
U. S. Army’s response to those raids.
Miguel Otero, Jr., in his memoir My
Life on the Frontier, devotes a dozen
pages to describing Kit Carson and
its inhabitants, perhaps in more
detail than any other contemporary
account of any other “end-of-thetrack” community. It would even be
possible from his description to draw
a map of Kit Carson’s main street,
with Tom Kemp’s Dance Hall, the
Conner Hotel, Zimmerman’s Guns
and Ammunition (“headquarters for
the buffalo hunters”), Collar Dry
Goods, Bishop’s Carpentry, the Perry
House Hotel, the Kansas Pacific
Depot, and of course, the offices and
warehouses of Chick, Browne & Co.
and his own family’s Otero, Sellar
& Company. He also includes a list
of the prettiest girls in town, including the three Bishop daughters who,
“were reckoned as the prettiest girls
on the frontier.”
The Railroad
The Kansas Pacific Railway began
building west in 1855, and was first
known as the Leavenworth, Pawnee & Western Railroad. It became
the Union Pacific Eastern Division Railway (UPED) in 1863 with
construction then beginning from
Kansas City. The UPED, following
the Smoky Hill River valley, built to
Junction City, Ellsworth, Hays City
and Sheridan, Kansas, by 1869. At
that point, due to a financing issue,
Wagon Tracks

the rail line was incorporated as the
Kansas Pacific. It reached Kit Carson on April 4, 1870, and arrived in
Denver on September 1, 1870.
The Kansas Pacific also ran track
southwest from Kit Carson to Las
Animas, Colorado, in the Arkansas
Valley and then briefly to La Junta,
20 miles further up the Arkansas
River. It tore up this line in 1878,
given competition from the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, which
completed its tracks through the
valley from Granada, Colorado, on
to Santa Fe, New Mexico, between
1873 and 1880. Construction crews
for the Kansas Pacific suffered depredations from the Cheyenne and
other Plains bands, especially from
Sheridan, Kansas, to Kit Carson and
then on the high plains into Denver.
April and May of 1870 witnessed
particularly intense activity. A commentator in the New York Tribune
for April 2, 1870, concluded, “To
build a railway in a country like Illinois and Iowa required courage
and capital; but to build a road in
the country of the Cheyennes [sic]
and over the mysterious “desert” that
looked so darkly out of the maps of
our early days, was what no body of
private gentlemen ever did. . . . There
are men among those roads builders at Kit Carson - men as young as
Palmer and Greenwood - who will
live to see three millions of people
in the country now traversed by the
Kansas Railway.”
The course of events is best traced
through notices in the newspapers:
“The officers of the Kansas Pacific
Railroad . . . confirm the report from
Omaha of the Indian raid on their
road. The attack was made on the
laborers at work between Kit Carson
and Willow Springs, a distance of
forty miles. Ten men belonging to
grading parties were killed.” New
19
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York Herald, May 17, 1870
“Two miles [west] of Carson, 30
head of mules were run off, and one
man was found dead and naked;
three miles west, Mr. Dudley, an
engineer, was killed and his team
captured. At the same place, another
party had a fight, in which two men
were killed and one wounded. . . . At
Willow Springs, Romero’s Mexican
train was attacked; one man was
killed and four wounded.” New York
Tribune, May 17, 1870
“A dispatch was received at the military headquarters in this city [Chicago] today from James Archer, an
officer of the Kansas Pacific Railroad,
. . . stating that a large gang of laborers now at Kit Carson refuse to work
on the railroad another day unless
they are furnished with an adequate
defense against the Indians. . . .”
New York Herald, May 22, 1870
“A telegram from Lieut. Henry Jackson, first lieutenant seventh cavalry,
to Gov. McCook, received today
from St. Louis, says that three companies of the seventh cavalry are at
Kit Carson and more are en route. . .”
Rocky Mountain News, May 17, 1870
“The following telegraphic correspondence between General Sherman and General Pope concerning
the recent Indian raid on the Kansas
Pacific Railroad: The Indian raid
on the railroad west of Kit Carson
seems to be at an end. Every caution
has been taken to prevent recurrence
of the raid [and] suspension of the
work.” New York Herald, May 24,
1870
General Sherman was overly optimistic, but as noted, the Kansas
Pacific rolled into Denver on the following September 1st.
The Town
Established: Fall of 1869. Charles
Bowman, in his “The History of
Bent County,” says the firm of Field
& Hill opened a store on the site
of Kit Carson “in the late fall 1869”

to serve the Kansas Pacific grading
crews scattered in camps along the
line. That winter and early spring
various proprietors opened two hotels, a “liquor house,” a livery stable,
and a dance hall. Kit Carson, the
town’s namesake, had died the previous May 29 at Fort Lyon, Colorado.
Post Office: December 29, 1869 May 17, 1881; February 14, 1882
- present
Population: 1870 - 473; 1880 - 50,
both according to published U.S.
census reports. Even before the railroad arrived in April 1870, the Rocky
Mountain News for December 22,
1869, reported “The new town, Kit
Carson, where the K.P.R.W. strikes
the Big Sandy, is filling up rapidly,
Three hundred are said to be now
there. . . .” Charles Bowman, noted
above, claimed that within ten days
of the Kansas Pacific’s arrival the
population had swelled to 1,500.
Commercial Activity
“Hope springs eternal” could have
been a byword in railhead communities. It was in Kit Carson, where a
“Capt. Louden Mullen,” writing to
the Rocky Mountain News ( January
11, 1870) predicted that “it is destined to become one of the leading
towns of this territory.” But within
just a few months, it was a waystation on the tracks to Denver, and
when the Achison, Topeka & Santa
Fe reached Las Animas just 70 miles
to the southwest in 1875, its “run”
was over.
Meanwhile though, given Miguel
Otero, Jr.’s, description cited above,
it was a major trade and freighting center. A correspondent for the
Rocky Mountain News (April 20,
1871) captured the “boom times.”
Regarding the principal commission houses such as Chick, Browne
& Co., he observed, “All of Sheridan
has been removed to Kit Carson,
and the streets are filled with lumber,
with quarter sections of roofs, and
with halves of side of buildings, and
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with the wrecks of one town being
constructed into a new one.” He
added, “There are many trains here
from New Mexico,” since Kit Carson
was “now the starting point of all the
New Mexico and southern Colorado
trade.” In fact, there was extra money
to be made by Santa Fe Trail freighters in hauling ties for the railroad,
the Kansas Pacific advertising, “All
Teams Coming from New Mexico or
Colorado to Kit Carson or the end
of the track on the railroad should
come by way of the tie camp, and
bring a load of ties which will earn
them a certain and profitable back
freight, for which they will get paid
on delivery.” (Rocky Mountain News,
March 21, 1870)
Miguel Otero, Jr., provides a further
interesting glimpse into the routine
life of Kit Carson, recalling that the
clerks at the commission houses, of
which he was one - the “commission
house boys,”- were not thought the
less of for frequenting Tom Kemp’s
Dance Hall: “When hunger or exhaustion would suggest the necessity
of food or drink, Tom Kemp’s bar
stood ready to supply both. On his
bar would be spread coffee, ham and
eggs, fried potatoes, bread and butter,
beef steaks, oysters and fish in season, and pies.”
Hell on Wheels
Frances Roe, wife of Lieut. Faye
Roe, stationed at Fort Lyon, arrived
by the Kansas Pacific at Kit Carson
in October 1871. She stayed overnight awaiting a stage coach to Las
Animas the next day. To say she was
underwhelmed by Kit Carson is to
put it mildly. In a letter to friends
back east she wrote, “I am thankful our stay is short at this terrible
place, where one feels there is danger
of being murdered at any minute.
Not one woman have I seen here,
but there are men - any number of
dreadful-looking men - each one
armed with big pistols, and leather
belts full of cartridges.”
There were, of course, women in Kit
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Carson, but not of the sort Frances Roe would have approved. In
his reminiscences of Kit Carson,
Miguel Otero, Jr., used the opportunity to comment sympathetically
and at length on the lives of “soiled
doves” in the railhead towns, writing, “This seems an appropriate
point at which to give some account
of that wholesale trafficking in
female human flesh, which during those frontier days was more
horrible than the atrocities committed by the wildest Indians.” He
reviewed how “girls” were recruited
back east, lured by promises of employment or marriage, then forced
into prostitution. Then, “when these
courtesans grew old, or when their
faces and bodies began to show
the effects of a hard life . . . many
were old at thirty-five—they would
be placed in the discard, with the
immediate prospect of filling a
drunkard’s grave.” Or they committed suicide, most often by morphine
or strychnine, both of which were
openly sold by the bottle at the
local drug-store. He ended his lament, and gives that rare glimpse
into this side of town life, “It was
no uncommon sight to see a group
of gamblers, dance-hall owners, bad
men and pimps gathered at the depot to meet the train on which their
victims, a cargo of fresh young girls,
were coming to their inevitable
ruin.”
In contrast here, it can also be
noted that the correspondent to the
Rocky Mountain News, visiting Kit
Carson in April 1871, praised the
sheriff, Mr. Jennison, and his deputy, Mr. Desmond: “They are worthy
officers, and by their watchfulness
are rendering Kit Carson noted for
quiet and good order.”
Kit Carson today is a “statutory
town” under the laws of Colorado
in that it has a mayor and elected
board of trustees. Located east of
Colorado Springs, it registered a
population of 233 in the 2010 U. S.
census. As noted above, its populaPublished
by UNM
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tion had declined to 50 within a
decade of its establishment. For a
time it remained a shipping point
for local cattle ranchers. Today it
serves as a regional commercial
community and advertises itself
on its website: “A friendly western
spirit still greets the traveler in this
area steeped with Native American
lore and soaked with pioneer history.”

GRANADA, COLORADO
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Money and women are reported scarce
in Granada, the new Colorado town
on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fé
road.
Rocky Mountain News, July 29, 1873
Location: Prowers County, southeastern Colorado, 225 miles southeast of Denver, Colorado

The town of Granada, Colorado,
has led two lives. “Old Granada,”
the railhead of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway (AT&SF)
flourished from just 1873 to 1876.
Then it was all but abandoned. A
“new” Granada was platted a few
miles away in the early 1880s and
is still on the map today. Both are/
were located in Prowers County,
approximately 15 miles west of the
Kansas-Colorado border.
Given its ephemeral life, there are
few sources for “end-of-the-tracks”
Granada. From time to time the
editor of the Rocky Mountain News
in Denver would glance its way. It
did not even get much notice in the
Las Animas Leader, which began
publication in May 1873, in Las
Animas, just fifty miles to the west.
There are a few secondary sources
written by “old timers,” but these
reminiscences are based on what
they heard growing up in “new”
Granada in the 1880s. There is only
one reliable first-hand account of
the rowdy days in “old” Granada, an
incident detailed in Frances Roe’s
Army Letters from an Officer’s Wife.
Marie Sellar Bullard, recalling her
visit there as a teenager with her
family, mentions an Indian raid in
her memoirs. Both are included
below.
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The Railroad

The Town

As with so many railroad towns, the
date of the arrival of the first train
into Granada is in dispute. Two
dates are recorded - May 10, 1873,
and July 4, 1873. The latter date is
most frequently cited and perhaps
is most accurate, the AT&SF being
given to grand gestures on reaching a
railhead. For example, the AT&SF’s
tracks to Las Vegas, New Mexico,
reached that town on July 1, 1879,
but the first “official” locomotive was
held back - it steamed in on July 4th.

Established: spring/summer 1873.
Abandoned c. 1876. “Granada” in
Spanish translates as “pomegranate.”
One secondary source says the town
was named after a nearby Pomegranate Creek, but there is no indication why the creek got that name.
Granada, Spain, of course is world
famous as the site of the Alhambra.

Granada quickly became a major
shipping depot for cattle ranchers.
The Rocky Mountain News for November 29, 1873, touted the prairies
of southern Colorado as comparable
to “even the great cattle section of
the continent, Texas . . . .” The editor
further wrote, as an example, of one
John McGinnis a cattle dealer who
relied on the AT&SF:

Population: The years of “old” Granada’s life fall between the U. S. censuses of 1870 and 1880, hence there
are no official population numbers.
The Rocky Mountain News for July
17, 1873, mentioned that “Granada,
the new town in Colorado, is not so
large as was reported. There are only
fourteen houses in the place and
the population does not exceed one
hundred.”

“Mr. McGinnis drove a herd of one
hundred and twenty-six head of native steers from a ranch eight miles
below Rocky Fort to Granada, the
present terminus of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At this
point he shipped his stock, which he
was forwarding to a Chicago market,
by way of this road to Atchison, in
Kansas, on the Missouri river; from
Atchison to Quincy, on the Mississippi river, in Illinois, by the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy Railway. His
stock was transferred across the Missouri River by ferry, and over the
Mississippi over the great railway
bridge [to Chicago]. Mr. McGinnis
assures us that the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe company agreed to convey his stock over their road at a rate
of speed of eighteen miles an hour, in
good cars, in which the cattle would
not be overcrowded, and that it kept
its contract to the letter.”
Western Kansas and southeastern
Colorado continue to be fine stockraising country, though most cattle
today are shipped to market by trailer trucks rather than by rail.

Post Office: July 10, 1873 - transferred at some point to “new”
Granada.

Commercial Activity
Charles Bowman, editor of the Las
Animas Leader, mentioned above,
wrote in his History of Bent County
(1881) that the firm of Chick,
Browne & Co. had laid out the
Granada town site even before the
arrival of the AT&SF. It physically
moved its store and warehouse from
Kit Carson, on the line of the Kansas
Pacific, to Granada, as did Otero,
Sellar & Co., its chief mercantile rival. Bowman also noted that “Within two weeks from the time the
cars reached Granada the place had
three restaurants, a hotel, and about
a dozen other places,” including, “a
complete hardware store by Mitchell & Smith.” Recalling his time in
Granada, clerking at Otero, Sellar
& Co., Miguel Otero, Jr., wrote of
a “Mrs. Riney,” who “conducted a
boarding train for the railroad men,”
and a small dairy farm.
Early in the summer of 1875, a
trainload of newspaper editors from
Indiana and Ohio came west on the
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AT&SF, which at that point had
extended its tracks 12 miles beyond
Granada, headed for Las Animas.
One morning they visited “the ox
trains which were fitted out for a
trip to Santa Fé,” and then rode to
the end of the line where they drove
some spikes, caught young jackrabbits, dug up cacti, and picked up
some souvenir buffalo bones, according to the Rocky Mountain News
for July 2, 1875. Once the AT&SF
reached Las Animas a few weeks later, the old Santa Fe freighting trade
would depart from Granada, though
there is some indication that the
Granada-Fort Union Road remained
in use occasionally for a few years.
The winter of 1873 brought some
excitement to Granada. The Rocky
Mountain News reported on February 3rd that the town had been
without mail service or “eastern
communication,” for 22 days because
of a massive snowstorm in western
Kansas. This of course meant that all
freight had ceased shipment in both
directions, the News noting “The
wagon men, the commission men,
and the merchants, are for a time
mutually miserable.” The chief engineer of the AT&SF added that the
snow had particularly blocked the
“cuts” in the line, and although two
engines and a snowplow were on the
tracks at Granada, they couldn’t be
sent out for lack of coal.
Hell on Wheels
George Baxter, who grew up in
“new” Granada in the 1880s, reported what he had heard of “old”
Granada in a series of newspaper
articles for a Lamar, Colorado, newspaper in the early 1940s. During its
heyday, he said, Granada had four
saloons, three dance halls and one
gambling joint, with the saloons
enjoying, “their best business on Saturdays when the cowboys, bad men,
and settlers came to town.” As far as
the “bad men” went, Baxter claimed
that nearly every notorious outlaw
of the time passed through, including “Mysterious Dave” Matthews,
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Clay Allison, and Ed Masterson,
Bat Masterson’s brother. Unfortunately, no contemporary newspaper
accounts of the period mention the
rowdier side of life in Granada.
Frances Roe’s first-hand account of
violence in Granada unfolded in October 1873. One morning at 2 a.m.,
she arrived in Granada and stepped
down from her AT&SF car, expecting to be met by her husband, an
officer stationed at Fort Lyon, Colorado, some 50 miles west. Instead,
she learned that her husband, Faye,
had been wounded hours before by
Billy Oliver, “a horse thief and desperado of the worst type,” who for a
time had been incarcerated at Fort
Lyon and had taken against Lieutenant Roe. Frances never does say what
became of Oliver, who disappeared
after the fray, but she does add,
“Granada must be a terrible place!
That very afternoon Faye was there a
Mexican was murdered in the main
street, but not the slightest attention was paid to the shooting - everything went right on as though it
was an everyday occurrence. The few
respectable people are afraid even to
try to keep order.”
The Fourth of July, 1874, also provided some excitement in town, though
not with fireworks. Teenager Marie
Sellar was in town with her family,
her father being John Perry Sellar of
Otero, Sellar & Co. In her published
memoir she remembered, “While my
father, mother and I were eating our
midday meal, men came running by
calling ‘the Indians, the Indians are
coming!’ Instantly all was excitement,
men buckling on their pistols and
saddling their horses, women and
children being bustled into our warehouse, which being frame was poor
protection but more easily defended
than scattered buildings, lookouts
climbing the roof to scan the horizon with spy glasses. . . . The bodies
of thirteen men were brought in, surprised and killed while herding and
wood-chopping near the town.” The
anticipated raid did not come, Marie
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saying that afterwards talk was it
hadn’t materialized because, “Being
the 4th of July, the young men had
run up a large army flag on a telegraph pole in town. The Indians saw
it, thought we were garrisoned and
gave up the attempt to attack us.”

alogical website: https://roordawrite.
wordpress.com/2015/01/16/oldgranada-colorado. Author unknown.

Frances Roe’s adventure in Granada
has an interesting side note. She first
had arrived in Colorado Territory, on
her way to Fort Lyon, in 1871. On
that trip she took the Kansas Pacific
Railway to Kit Carson, Colorado,
since it was then the closest railhead
to the fort, involving a further stage
coach journey of about 70 miles.
Now with the AT&SF offering service to Granada, her “Lieutenant”
brought a carriage to pick her up, 50
miles from the fort. In a few weeks,
however, the Kansas Pacific completed its link to Las Animas from
Kit Carson. The AT&SF would not
reach there from Granada until the
fall of 1875.

Roe, Frances M. A. Army Letters
from an Officer’s Wife (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1981).
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Christopher Fischahs and Christine St.
Vrain-Fischahs portray NM Territorial
Governor L. Bradford Prince and his wife
Mary Catherine Beardsley Prince, the
first NM DAR State Regent, during La
Llegada event in Santa Fe. Photo: Dotti
Russell.
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Lessons Learned on "The Road to Santa Fe"
By Dave Kendall
Before I engaged in the production of the documentary
that became “The Road to Santa Fe,” my knowledge about
the history of the Santa Fe Trail was pretty basic. Even
though I grew up within about 15 miles of the trail and
presently live in that same proximity, I knew little about
it. When I heard about the approaching bicentennial, it
seemed like a good time to remedy that deficiency.

Marion Walter’s daughter would grow up to marry a man
who was born a bit further east along the trail at Willow
Springs—William Marion Kendall, my great grandfather.
As I paid a visit to the Watkins Museum of History in
nearby Lawrence, Kansas, to see what I could find out
about Willow Springs, the research coordinator not only
pulled those resources together, she also discovered records
of land ownership showing exactly where the Kendall
family had lived in Willow Springs Township.

I have been producing documentaries since the early
1980s. My first independent production focused on the
future of family farms in America. As I began to conduct
research on the Santa Fe Trail, I was pleasantly surprised
to find that Leo Oliva, who was a principal participant
in the family farm program, was also a widely recognized
authority on the history of the trail.

Having no previous knowledge of this part of our family’s
history, I obtained permission from the current landowner
so I could set foot on this land and see what it was like.
As I walked through what is now a large, commercial
tree farm, one of the men working there directed me to a
secluded area where some gravestones were located. The
stones were old, weathered, and few in number.

Leo’s approach to the history of the trail became the basic
outline of the documentary, and Leo became our primary
consultant. When he came to Council Grove, Kansas,
to present a talk as part of the Kaw Mission Councils, I
took advantage of the opportunity to record an extended
interview with him. Converging with Leo in this way also
intersected with my own ancestral connection to the trail.

Checking out the names on the gravestones, I was surprised to come across one with the same last name as
my great, great grandfather. It read: Neri S. Walter, died
October 22, 1864, aged 34 years. As it turned out, he and
Marion Walter were brothers. But why he had died so
young? I passed the puzzle along to the local museum
curator, who found this account in The Complete Tombstone
Census of Douglas County, Kansas:

My great, great grandfather, Marion Walter, followed the
trail to Council Grove as he migrated west from Kentucky.
He took a job as a teamster soon after getting off a steamboat in Independence, Missouri, in 1857. As he traveled
the trail, he was attracted by the appearance of the land
near Council Grove, and by 1859 he had acquired some
acreage and began to farm not far northwest of town.
Within a few years, he was appointed postmaster at a site
called Far West, Kansas.

At the time these southern families settled in this area,
there was much trouble and unrest. “Red-legs” raided
their homes when the men were away fighting during the border warfare trouble, and stole many of their
prized possessions. In October of 1864, the Confederate
General Sterling Price was planning a raid into Kansas.
Governor Thomas Carney called out the Kansas State
Militia on October 8, 1864, to protect this area on east

Dave Kendall learned more about his ancestor, Marion Walter,
as he filmed along the Santa Fe Trail. He found a gravestone of
Marion's brother in Willow Springs Township, Kansas.
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/wagon_tracks/vol36/iss3/1
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to the border. Among the Douglas County men who
went to fight along the border were Neri S. Walter, and
Benjamin and John Ulrich. They left together, each man
riding a horse and each leading one. Walter was riding
between the Ulrich brothers during the fighting when
he was shot and killed. They strapped his body to his
horse and brought him back to be buried in the Williams Cemetery.
In our documentary, we include excerpts from Marion
Russell’s memoirs (read by Lindsay Wagner) in which she
recalls what conditions were like along the eastern end of
the trail during the time of the “border ruffians” and Civil
War. Her description of “dreadful deeds” and “houses in
ruins” seems more compelling now that I have knowledge
of some of the impact the warfare had upon my own family.
As I moved along the trail, I often found myself thinking about my ancestors. What was this world like when
they passed through? What challenges confronted them
as they made their way along the trail? How hard must it
have been to wrangle a team of oxen or mules and to deal
with the vagaries of weather as well as stream crossings
and the like?
I paid a visit to one particular stream crossing near Council Grove after hearing a radio commentary by my friend
Rex Buchanan, former director of the Kansas Geological
Survey. Rex spotlighted the new walking trail at Rock
Creek Crossing in one of his periodic commentaries on
Kansas Public Radio. This commentary had been one of
the key elements convincing me to produce the documentary. I invited Rex to assist me on the production, with the
notion that he could engage in conversations with various
individuals along the trail as I focused on recording the
encounters. Like me, Rex had grown up on a Kansas farm
not far from the trail, and he quickly agreed to the collaboration.

We inspected the deep swales in a patch of prairie near
Baldwin City, Kansas, with Roger Boyd, who was leading
the effort to build a new footpath around these trail remnants known as Black Jack Ruts.
We ventured out on to Konza Prairie in the Flint Hills
near Manhattan with historian Jim Sherow, who talked
about the indigenous inhabitants that populated the prairie in the days before Becknell’s initial journey to Santa
Fe.
And then our travels together hit an unexpected snag –
the coronavirus pandemic. It did not appear safe for us
to continue traveling together as originally planned. We
managed to record a few more interviews, maintaining our
social distance as we did so, but we were not able to continue moving along the trail together.
When I eventually headed out on a solo journey to the
western end of the trail, I learned another lesson about
obstacles that can pop up when you’re traveling the trail.
On a whirlwind production trip to record as many scenes
as I could along the trail, the official announcement came
out shortly after I reached Santa Fe. Responding to a
rapid increase in coronavirus cases, the governor issued a
quarantine order for people arriving from places like Kansas. That compelled me to turn around and head back less
than 24 hours after I arrived.
No doubt the governor was wise in issuing this order. As
Ron Parks pointed out during an interview at the Kaw
Mission in Council Grove, the Santa Fe Trail has been
“a vector of disease.” People going up and down the trail
brought such diseases as cholera and smallpox with them
in trail days. As I learned from Ron, at least 100 members
of the Kaw Tribe died from cholera in 1849, and five years
later, about 400 more succumbed to smallpox.

The two of us drove east across the Missouri border to
meet with Larry Short, president of the Santa Fe Trail
Association, near his home in Independence. Larry spoke
with Rex as they walked the winding footpath to the
overlook at Upper Independence Landing on the Missouri River. He filled us in on the process by which passengers and freight were unloaded from steamboats before
being transported up hill to get outfitted for their journey
west.
We followed this approach on a few other occasions as
well, with Rex doing the interview as I recorded the exchanges. We ambled along the riverwalk in Council Grove
with local historian Ken McClintock, who reflected upon
the community’s connection to the trail and its relationship with the Kanza (Kaw) Indians who had been confined to a reservation there.
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Historian Jim Sherow on the Konza Prairie in the Kansas
Flint Hills talks about the indigenous population.
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Quicklyexiting the state of New Mexico, I took the
mountain route home through southeastern Colorado.
After paying a quick visit to Bent’s Old Fort and recording scenes throughout the reconstructed trading post, I
proceeded on to the site of the Sand Creek Massacre.

Just as I had remained unaware of the toll that diseases
took on the Kaw in Council Grove, I had little previous
knowledge of what had happened at Sand Creek. While I
moved around getting shots of the area, the kiosks erected
by the National Park Service provided a helpful overview
of the tragic incident.
Within our documentary, the Sand Creek Massacre fits
into the final chapter of the program as we reach the
chronological end of the trail. Jennie Chinn, executive
director of the Kansas Historical Society, makes reference
to Sand Creek, noting that it undermined what little trust
the tribes had in the U.S. government and contributed to
escalating hostilities. According to George Elmore, Chief
Ranger at Fort Larned, that was the environment into
which the first Buffalo Soldiers units were deployed. He
also spoke of the diverse ethnic mix of soldiers stationed
at the fort, which further underscored the subtitle of our
show characterizing the Santa Fe Trail as “a convergence
of cultures.”
Frances Levine, director of the Missouri Historical Society and former director of the New Mexico History Museum, summed it all up quite clearly at the end:
You're joining the frontiers of the United States with its
mixture of German and French and Dutch and Italian
history right up against the Hispanic and Pueblo Indian
and Apache and Comanche — the rich tribal histories
of the West with that immigrant history of the middle
of the nation, and that’s the crucible of change. That is a
fabulous perspective on how this country developed.
Jennie Chinn underscores that point as she then gives
her opinion about why the film was produced. “The Santa

Fe Trail is a significant part of westward expansion,” she
notes. “It is a significant part of this nation and what
makes the American nation what it is.”
As we prepared this program for distribution to PBS
stations, we made the decision to limit the length of the
show to 90 minutes, based on advice that this would make
it more appealing to program directors at these stations.
An additional 30 minutes of content that had been edited
for inclusion in the documentary then became an “extra”
offering on the DVD. This includes the story of the DAR
markers along the trail, the new walking path at Black
Jack Ruts as well as recent developments in the relationship between the community of Council Grove and the
Kaw Nation.
The DVD also includes several short “classroom videos,”
which profile the five historical characters featured in the
documentary: William Becknell, George Sibley, Josiah
Gregg, Susan Shelby Magoffin, and Marion Russell. With
the assistance of several SFTA members—Christine Day,
Janet Armstead, Marcia Fox, and Leo Oliva—we prepared
a teacher guide to accompany them.
The teacher guide, as well as an illustrated transcript of
the documentary, are available free of charge. They can be
accessed on the Prairie Hollow Productions website at
the online store where the DVDs are sold. This URL -prairiehollow.net/dvd – will get you there. DVDs are also
available through The Last Chance Store of the Santa Fe
Trail Association.
PBS stations have been given license to broadcast the
documentary as many times as they wish during the
next three years. It is available as a free offering through
NETA, the National Educational Telecommunications
Association. Those who have yet to see the program air on
their local station can get in touch with the station’s program director to find out when or if it will be scheduled.

Frances Levine, newly named to the board of directors of the Santa Fe Trail Association, sums up the diversity of cultures and histories
along the Trail. The DVD and teachers guide is available at prairiehollow.net/dvd.
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/wagon_tracks/vol36/iss3/1
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a singular concept. Most important of all, we must understand that 'time' is not a mechanical clock on the wall, but
rather a series of events linked together by an inner sense
and need for continuity that knows nothing of that clock
or the separation between the events.”

Books

This title marries the two “times” in a charming way and
brings the reader an understanding of both. 

The Santa Fe Trail:
A Twentieth Century Excursion
The Santa Fe Trail: A Twentieth Century Excursion, by Margaret Scholz Sears, Santa Fe, NM: Sunstone Press, 2019.
188 pages, paper and Kindle.

Reviewed by Mary Burchill
Do we need another book about traveling the Santa Fe
Trail? Readily available are many recountings of actual
accounts of travels in the 1800s to excursions up to the
present time.
The charm of this title, however, is that it could be used as
a guide to places and sights you could see here and now.
The author refers many times to Marc Simmons’ Following the Santa Fe Trail: A Guide for Modern Travelers (1986).
The latest edition of Simmons's classic trail book is coauthored by Hal Jackson and Marc Simmons, The Santa Fe
Trail: A Guide (2015).
It was the Simmons book that started Sears’s odyssey
years ago. The author is well-versed in trail stories, has
been active in SFTA, has traveled all portions of the trail,
and continues her intense interest in the trail.
We live in Lawrence, Kansas and have driven to Santa
Fe following both routes of the trail by paved highways.
We’ve stopped at obvious places - Fort Larned, Pawnee
Rock, Council Grove, Point of Rocks. All good. But with
this book as a guide, we will need to make many side excursions all along the way. Who knew there were so many
viewable ruts? The author makes you want to walk in all of
them or at least view them. She gives you the experience
of the entire route from Franklin, Missouri, to Santa Fe
and over both routes. The recounting of her many visits
with private owners of these sites makes you appreciate
the dedication and enthusiasm of each one towards preservation of their personal, historical artifact. Each is to be
commended and celebrated.

Santa Fe’s Fonda
Santa Fe’s Fonda, The Story of the Old Inn at the End of the
Trail, by Dr. Allen Steele, The History Press, 2022. 162
pages, hardcover, paper, and Kindle.
Dr. Allen Steele of the End of the Trail Chapter of the
Santa Fe Trail Association will launch his latest book,
Santa Fe’s Fonda, The Story of the Old Inn at the End of the
Trail, on Friday, February 25. The author recounts stories
of trailblazing pioneers and the lodging on which their
daring depended. When Mexico gained independence, the
Plaza in Santa Fe became a hub of hospitality and trade.
Steele traces the history of the old Exchange Hotel from
its early designation as the “fonda” (inn), until its purposeful destruction in 1919 to make way for the La Fonda
Hotel of today.
In the book’s Foreword, Dr. Rick Hendricks, Division
Director at the Office of the New Mexico State Historian
says, “The author traces the numerous changes in ownership of this special place through the years…providing a
sort of genealogy of the venerable property. One can see
the alterations to the structure and to the services the inn
provided, which changed as proprietors came and went.
There is, however, more here to learn about than just the
history of La Fonda, interesting though that is. Because so
many fascinating characters and important people stopped
in at the hotel, telling the story of the building through
the lives of the travelers who stayed there also neatly relates the history of Santa Fe through the second half of
the nineteenth century.”
The book comes just in time for the La Fonda Hotel centennial and the 200th celebration of the Santa Fe Trail.
The launch will take place in the hotel’s Santa Fe room at
2 p.m. and the lecture will be the first in a series of events
celebrating the hotel’s 100th birthday. 

There is one quote, page 126 of the book, that sums up my
feeling about this title.
“How could I ever come to any understanding of its
(time) meaning with one foot stuck in the Santa Fe Trail
of the nineteenth century while the other was speeding
into the twenty-first. Yet perhaps this very antithesis is
what we must experience to understand that 'time' is not
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Chapter Reports
Chapters are listed in order from the beginning of
the Trail in Missouri westward.

“santafetraildouglas.com” or the Baldwin City Chamber of
Commerce website or Facebook page.

TO CONTACT CHAPTER PRESIDENTS,
PLEASE EMAIL THEM AT info@santafetrail.org.

Heart of the Flint Hills

Missouri River Outfitters

Council Grove, KS
President Mark Brooks

Independence, MO
President Anne Mallinson

Fifteen Flint Hills residents convened on January 6 for a meeting of the Heart of the Flint Hills Chapter.

The Missouri River Outfitters met on Saturday, January 29, in
Boonville, Missouri, to commemorate the 200th anniversary of
the return of the Becknell trading party. Members of the Arrow
Rock Stock and Trading Company portrayed Becknell and others in the party. Members of this organization performed first
person interpretations of Becknell's party at Bent's Fort for the
2021 Symposium. They also shared tales of Santa Fe Trail travel
at the Christmas open house event in Arrow Rock in early
December.

The chapter was founded and led for many years with Santa Fe
Trail enthusiasts who are no longer with us. Some of those loyal
supports of the SFT were Don and Doris Cress, Roe Groom,
Deanne and Earl Wright, and Leland Zerbe. Now there is
considerable energy and interest in bringing the Heart of the
Flint Hills Chapter back to be a strong chapter of the Santa Fe
Trail Association.

Members of MRO are investigating sites, tour possibilities, and
food options for the 2023 Symposium. Of interest is a walking
tour of the Independence square as many trail-related businesses were located there.
Douglas County

Baldwin City, KS
President Roger Boyd
The Douglas County Chapter will hold their winter meeting
February 27 at 3:30 p.m. at the Baldwin City Golf Course Club
House. Our speaker will be Ben Terwilliger, Executive Director of the Eudora Area Historical Society. Mr. Terwilliger will
speak about the history of the Eudora Area. It is only about 20
miles to the northeast of Baldwin, yet was influenced by the
California and Oregon Trails.
Our next public meeting will be the weekend of June 4-5. On
Saturday we will commemorate the Battle of Black Jack, 3
miles east of Baldwin City and just a few hundred yards south
of the Black Jack Ruts. Historical bus tours as well as a battle
re-enactment will be held in the afternoon starting at 2:00 p.m.
The following day we will honor the Santa Fe Trail with the
opening of the Time Line Wall Exhibit starting at 3:00 p.m. at
the Lumberyard Arts Center in downtown Baldwin City. The
wall was created by Dr. Mike Olsen and was on display at the
Symposium in La Junta, Colorado, last fall. At 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Mark Brooks will speak about the history of the Council
Grove area and its impact on the Santa Fe Trail. The public is
invited to both of these events.
Nearly three weeks later we will host a historic preservation
conference in downtown Baldwin City on Thursday and Friday
June 23 and 24. Thursday will focus on historical tours and
hands-on workshops, such as window restoration or brick sidewalk reconstruction, as well as an archaeological display. Friday
will feature various speakers on how to research historic buildings and complete the paperwork to list the site or building on
the National Register of Historic Places.
Details about both events in June can be found at our website

The following officers have been elected; Mark Brooks, President; Clarence Sumner, Vice President; Diane Wolfe, Secretary;
Jan Sciacca, Treasurer; Reba Sumner, Reporter; Shirley McClintock, Morris County Representative; and Ken McClintock,
Historian. A representative from each of other counties in the
Heart of the Flint Hills Chapter, Lyon, Osage, and Wabaunsee,
will be sought to complete the board.
In addition to concentrating on educational and awareness
programs of the Santa Fe Trail, the group will begin plans to
host the 2025 Santa Fe Trail Symposium. The last time Council
Grove hosted the Santa Fe Trail Symposium was 1999.
The next meeting will be held Thursday, February 10, at the
Carnegie Building, 303 W. Main, Council Grove.
Cottonwood Crossing

Hillsboro, KS
President Doug Sharp
Quivira

McPherson, KS
President Linda Colle
The Quivira Chapter will host the annual meeting and a thank
you reception, photo show, and silent auction on Sunday, February 27 at the Zwick Room in the Celebration Centre, 1145
East Highway 56, Lyons, Kansas. The art show includes printed
photos from the photo contest with photos and postcards of the
art available for purchase. All proceeds from the sale of photos and postcards will go toward support of Quivira Chapter
activities to protect, preserve, and educate about the Santa Fe
National Historic Trail.
A short business meeting to hold elections and discuss 2022
activities will be followed by a presentation to acknowledge the
folks that helped our chapter have a successful year in commemorating the 200th anniversary of the Santa Fe Trail. The
chapter will provide a variety of appetizers for those in attendance.
And, in case you missed his performance last June in Sterling,
Jeff Davidson will have an encore performance as our entertain-
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SFTA Annual Membership January 1, 2022 to December 31, 2022
Name(s) _______________________________________________

□ Life $1000, payable over 4 years

Address _______________________________________________

□ Patron $100/year

City _______________________ State _______ Zip ___________

□ Family $65/year

Phone _______________ Email ____________________________ □ Individual $50/year
□ New member □ Renewing member 			
□ Youth (18 and under) $5/year
I am a member of the following chapter (s) _____________________ □ Non-profit Institution $65/year
________________________________________________________ □ Business $65/year
I’d like to make a donation to assist the SFTA with programs and events.
□ $50 □ $100 Other $________
I’d like to donate to the Junior Wagon Master Fund.		
		
□ $50 □ $100 Other $________
I’d like to donate to the Marker Fund.					
□ $50 □ $100 Other $________
To pay by credit card, go to www.santafetrail.org, and click on “Join the Organization.”
The Santa Fe Trail Association is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt corporation, and all donations
beyond membership dues are tax-deductible to the full extent of the law.

TOTAL ENCLOSED ___________________
Make checks payable to Santa Fe Trail Association

Mail to Ruth Olson Peters, Treasurer, Santa Fe Trail Center, 1349 K-156 Hwy, Larned, KS 67550

Renew by mailing using the above form or renew online at www.santafetrail.org
If you have renewed your membership, pass the form along to a friend or colleague.

Chapter Reports, continued
ment. This gifted musician uses words and song to tell the tale
of the Santa Fe Trail and you won’t want to miss this performance. We request that you let us know if you will be attending
so that we can get a count for the food. RSVP to quivira.sfta@
gmail.com or call 620-241-8719. Leave a message if you don’t
get an answer. Otherwise, the program is free and open to the
Quivira Chapter members and friends.
1:30 p.m.
		
2:00 p.m.
2:15 p.m.

Doors open. Members can pay dues, view and
bid on photos at silent auction
Business meeting and elections
Recognition & thank you for those who 		

		
2:45p.m.		
		
3:30 p.m.
4:45 p.m.

helped in 2021
Enjoy a variety of hot appetizers and drinks,
view photographs, bid, or purchase
Jeff Davidson concert
Announcement of silent auction winners

To celebrate the role Mexican traders had in the history of the
Santa Fe Trail, the Quivira Chapter has invited Ballet Folklorico de Topeka to perform. The event is funded in part by
a grant from the Kansas Creative Arts and Industries Commission. Ballet Folklorico de Topeka is part of Justicia, Inc., a
non-profit 501(c)(3) organization founded in 1972 with the
mission to preserve, educate, and promote Mexican / Latino
culture through various media and art forms. Ballet Folklorico
de Topeka is Justicia’s oldest ongoing arts program.
Since 1976, the ballet has worked to promote cultural dance
in the Topeka community and the state of Kansas. Members
of the Ballet work on leadership skills and give back to their
community by tutoring elementary students at local schools.
The Ballet is affiliated with Asociación Nacional de Grupo
Folkloricos, an international organization that promotes and
preserves Mexican folklore.

Winners of the Quivira Chapter Passport Book Adventure, Richard and
Glenda Golden of Moundridge, KS, receive their reward from Linda Colle.
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On Friday afternoon, March 25, the dancers will appear at
Lyons High School to present at an assembly with the local
schools in Lyons. On the evening of March 25, Ballet Folklorico de Topeka will perform at Barton County Community
College, 245 NE 30 Road in Great Bend, Kansas. The performance will take place at 7:00 p.m. in the Fine Arts Building
on the campus. The event is free and open to the public.
On Saturday, March 26, at 2:00 p.m., Ballet Folklorico de
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Topeka will perform at the historic McPherson Opera House,
210 S. Main in McPherson, Kansas. The performance is free
and open to the public.
The Quivira Chapter Passport Book Adventure contest ended
on December 31, 2021. Completion of the Passport book and
collection of all the stamps allowed participants to enter the
contest to win $200 in commemoration of the Santa Fe Trail
200th Anniversary. People were more interested in just getting
out on the Trail to see some of the great Santa Fe Trail sites the
Quivira Chapter has than entering the contest, as we only had
51 entries from the nearly 5000 books given out. So the odds of
winning were good. But only one entry could win. The winners
of the Quivira Chapter Passport Book Adventure are Richard
and Glenda Golden of Moundridge, Kansas. They received a
check for $200 from the Quivira Chapter.
Thirty-six entries were from counties within the chapter, with
12 entries from other counties and 3 entries from two other
states – Arizona and Ohio.
Wet/Dry Routes

Great Bend, KS
President George Elmore
I sincerely hope that everyone had a safe and happy holiday
season. We are looking forward to meeting and visiting with
everyone again. We all know getting together has been challenging with the ongoing Covid-19, and now we must pay
close attention to this new variant, Omicron. I would like to
encourage all our members to help keep everyone healthy and
to wear masks as much as possible at our upcoming meetings.
If possible, we will be meeting on January 23 in Kinsley. We
have business to discuss, as well as election of officers and presentation of the Faye Anderson Award. The DVD documentary,
“The Road to Santa Fe” produced for the 200th anniversary, will
be presented. The meal will again be catered by the E Team.
Hope you can make it to this opportunity to see everyone, visit,
and enjoy a good meal and excellent program.

Dodge City. He will also have books available for sale.
Our fall meeting was a recap of the La Junta-Bent's Fort Symposium. Vice President Deb Calhoun, President Bill Bunyan,
and Susan Bunyan talked about all the activities and wonderful
meals at Bent's Fort.
The Bunyans finished the 200th anniversary project of pictures
and captions about our Ford and Gray Counties trail sites. The
Dodge City Daily Globe, the Spearville News, the Santa Fe
Trail websites, Santa Fe Trail e-blasts, and Bunyan’s Facebook
page highlighted these during our anniversary year.
The highway expansion has caused us to remove several of
our markers, storyboards, and the plaques from the Caches
Monument. It took Brackey Concrete eight hours to remove
the plaques from the monument. K-DOT has promised a new
place for a new monument and a turn-off after the highway is
completed, and we can place the storyboard by a new monument.
The Santa Fe Trail Association board meeting will be held
in Dodge City on April 1-2. The board meets twice a year to
conduct national business and will meet again in the fall at
Rendezvous in Larned.
Our spring meeting on April 3 will feature Chris Day and
Janet Armstead speaking about the Junior Wagon Masters tour
they conduct with 5th and 6th graders down the trail. The summer meeting will be held in Cimarron. We will eat at the Santa
Fe Grill and then go to the library for a meeting and a program
by Sara McFarland.
Wagon Bed Spring

Lakin, KS
President Linda Peters

The Santa Fe Trail Timeline will be on display at some libraries
and museums in our counties.

Robert (Bob) Button, native of Great Bend, Kansas, was posthumously awarded the 2022 Faye Anderson Award on January
23 by the chapter. Bob was a farmer with a passion for archeology and history of indigenous Americans, the Santa Fe Trail,
Walnut Creek Crossing (including trading ranches, stream
crossings, and Fort Zarah), Medicine Lodge Peace Treaty site,
Fort Larned, and related areas. His research and field work were
meticulous and professional even though he was not formally
trained. He was an artist, and his wood carvings, especially of
indigenous people, are remarkable creations. Collections of his
research materials are held at the Barton County Historical
Society, Santa Fe Trail Center, Kansas State Historical Society,
and other institutions.
Dodge City/Fort Dodge/
Cimarron

Dodge City, KS
President Bill Bunyan

The chapter will hold the winter meeting at 12:45 on Sunday,
February 13 at the Dodge House. We will eat the buffet or
order from the menu. After a short business meeting, chapter member Troy Robinson will speak of his two books about

Fred and Jody Risley at the Cimarron Cutoff Chapter meeting
October 16, honoring Jody for her work on the July SFT tour.
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Cimarron Cutoff

Elkhart, KS
President Jay Williams
Steve Cormier will perform old cowboy and Santa Fe Trail
songs and speak about the trail in Clayton, New Mexico, on
February 26. Dinner will be served before the performance at
5:30 p.m. MST. Contact the Herzstein Museum at herzsteinmuseum@gmail.com or call 575-374-2977 for details.
The Cimarron Cutoff Chapter and the Wagon Bed Spring
Chapter will host Santa Fe Trail tours June 16 -18, starting
June 16 in the Wagon Bed Spring Chapter area, then moving to the Cimarron Cutoff Chapter areas June 17, Elkhart,
Kansas, area and June 18 in the Boise City, Oklahoma, area.
Bent’s Fort

Lamar, CO
President Kevin Lindahl
As are most of you, the Bent’s Fort Chapter members were
especially glad to turn the calendar to 2022. We had looked
forward to hosting the 2021 Bicentennial Santa Fe Trail
Symposium for many years. With all the planning challenges,
we were definitely relieved when it ended. It is a monumental
task to host a symposium of this magnitude, but with Covid it seemed even more challenging. The chapter has some
mementos of the 2021 Symposium for sale, such as Ron Kil’s
print, commemorative medallions, and a few bags. If you are
interested in purchasing, please contact LaDonna Hutton at
ladonnahutton@gmail.com. The chapter board of directors
met in December to plan the 2022 activities. We have some
wonderful events planned and it is our hope that the chapter
can resume our treks, presentations, projects, etc. in some form
of normalcy.
Corazon de los Caminos

Cimarron, NM
President Jeff Trotman

gal international trade between the nations of Mexico and the
United States. This was followed by Stephen Watts Kearny
chapter of the DAR presenting a program and ceremony on
the plaza. The premiere of the Prairie Hollow Production film
Road to Santa Fe attracted 100 movie goers. The Chapter is
especially grateful to our sponsors, including the Department
of Cultural Affairs, Santa Fe Trail Association, NM Bank and
Trust, Santa Clara Development Corp., NM DAR, and Peggy
Poling.
The New Mexico Poet Laureate sponsored the publication
of Away to Santa Fe: A collection of Santa Fe Trail Poems to
commemorate the 200th anniversary. This publication, made
possible through the NM State Library, was compiled by Dr.
Sandra Doe, Joy Poole, Dr. Leo Oliva, and Maxx Zenisek. It
features the Arkansas Crossing artwork of Wayne Cooper on
the cover. Complimentary copies were distributed to hundreds
of attendees. Beyond that, the state libraries in the trail states
will be distributing copies to public, academic, and tribal
libraries along the trail for their library patrons.
Newsletter Editor Priscilla Gutierrez, our award-winning editor, is to be recognized for the outstanding job she has done
writing and editing our End of the Trail Chapter newsletter.
Noel-Marie Fletcher, of Fletcher Publishing, has volunteered
to take on this responsibility. Noel-Marie, an accomplished
journalist, is a board member of the End of the Trail Chapter,
a descendent of Santa Fe Trail traders, and a member of the
DAR.
Meetings – For the time being, given the ongoing pandemic,
the chapter will not be conducting in-person meetings and
will continue to exercise caution in an effort to slow and prevent the spread of Covid-19 in all its variants.
The following virtual shows are recommended for the spring
of 2022 to commemorate the 200th anniversary.
“Brides of the Santa Fe Trail” by Joy Poole
https://kclibrary.org/signature-events/brides-santa-fe-trail

End of the Trail

Santa Fe, NM
President Joy Poole
Our New Mexico residents commemorated the opening of
the Santa Fe Trail trade with chapter members from the Santa
Fe Trail Association. Community events in Santa Fe were
presented November 13 and 14. In addition, the End of the
Trail Chapter welcomes 12 new members.
By the numbers, the 200th commemoration was a success!
Thousands of Santa Fe New Mexican subscribers read daily
feature stories written by Robert Nott on the history of the
Santa Fe Trail.
On their way to Santa Fe from Las Vegas, 108 people viewed
Jim Gordon's gun museum and 50 people viewed Kozlowski's
Trading Post. Then, over 200 people heard an introduction
by Regis Pecos and listened to the presentation of Dr. James
Riding In. Another 150 people attended the Santa Fe Trail
themed dinner and performance presented by Andy Hedges.

"Shaping the American Frontier—Women on the Santa Fe
Trail" by Dr. Frances Levine
www.historicsantafe.org/545-hsff-blog/2020/8/13/dr-franceslevine-lecture
"With Each Turn of the Wheel: The Santa Fe Trail 18211996," Colores, New Mexico PBS. www.newmexicopbs.org.
This program reexamines the history of this great American
event from the point of view of the Hispanic and Native
Americans. www.youtube.com/watch?v=-JKMdjPC8Q8
Finally, it was a privilege to collaborate with the leadership
and event organizers for the Corazon de los Caminos Chapter
lectures in commemoration of the 200th anniversary of the
opening of the Santa Fe Trail trade. 

The re-enactment attracted hundreds of people who observed
Governor Melgares and William Becknell negotiating for lePublished
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Santa Fe Trail Association
1046 Red Oaks NE
Albuquerque, NM 87122
www.santafetrail.org

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Calendar of Events
February 12: La Junta, CO. Bent's Fort
Chapter "Love to Read Along the Santa
Fe Trail."
February 13: Council Grove, KS. Kaw
Mission Council lecture, "Weapons on the
Santa Fe Trail" by George Elmore.
February 13: Dodge City, KS. Dodge
City Chapter meeting. Troy Robinson
talks about his books about Dodge City.
February 26: Clayton, NM. Cimarron
Cutoff Chapter musical program, Steve
Cormier presents old cowboy/Santa Fe
Trail songs.
February 27: Baldwin City, KS. Douglas
County Chapter, "History of Eudora, KS"
by Ben Terwilliger.
February 27: Lyons, KS. Quivira Chapter reception and silent auction.
March 12: La Junta, CO. Bent's Fort
Chapter, "Museums of La Junta, CO."
March 25: Great Bend, KS. Quivira
Chapter, Justicia dancers performance.
Additional performance in McPherson on
March 26.
March 13: Council Grove, KS. Kaw Mission Council lecture, "Music on the Santa
Fe Trail" by Derrick Doty.

April 1-2: Dodge City, KS. SFTA
workshop and Board of Directors
meeting.
April 3: Dodge City, KS. Dodge City
Chapter meeting, "Jr. Wagon Master
tour" by Chris Day and Janet Armstead.
April 9: Hasty, CO. Bent's Fort Chapter clean-up at John Martin Reservoir.
April 10: Council Grove, KS. Kaw
Mission Council lecture, "Military
Posts and the Santa Fe Trail" by Leo
Oliva.
April 24: Wet/Dry Chapter, program
by Seth McFarland.
April 30: Larned, KS. Fort Larned
Old Guard Spring Mess and Muster.
May 14-15: Fort Dodge, KS. Bent's
Fort Chapter field trip.
May 15: Council Grove, KS. Kaw
Mission Council lecture, "Women on
the Santa Fe Trail" by Frances Levine.
May 22: Boonville, MO. MRO Chapter luncheon commemorating Becknell's second journey to Santa Fe.
June 4-5, Baldwin City, KS. Commeration of Battle of Black Jack.
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June 16-18: Elkhart, KS area. Cimarron Cutoff and Wagon Bed Spring
trail tours.
June 4-5, Baldwin City, KS. Historic
preservation conference.
September 22: Larned, KS. SFTA
Board of Directors Meeting.
September 22-24: Larned, KS.
Rendezvous. "Youth on the Santa Fe
Trail."

Please check locally for any delays or
cancellations. See www.santafetrail.
org/trail-events.html and www.santafetrail200.org for additional dates
and information. Forts along the Trail
have websites listed at www.santafetrail.org/trail-events.html.
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